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THE RELATIONSHIP OF FAMILY - NON-FAMILY SUPPORT 
TO THE ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE OR URBAN 
BLACK DISADVANTAGED COLLEGE STUDENTS 
Rubie M. Malone 
The purpose of this research w.as to study the relationship between 
the levels of support from family and non-family members to the 
academic performance of urban black disadvantaged college students., 
The research was designed no answer the question of "rhether students 
who expected and received high family, 'and/or non-family support would 
do better academically than those who expected high support but rec.eived 
low support. The c.onceptual framework on which the study, was' based was 
of "the family as a social system,", as formulated by Biddle and Thomas. 
Data were collected from 44 students at a four-year urban COWIDuter 
college located in New York City. These students were first-semester 
freshmen. Some were in an educational opportunity program which limited 
its eligibility criteria to persons with high school averages below 
80 and family incomes at or below the poverty level. The other portion 
of the sample group met all of the criteria listed, but was not in the 
educational opportunity program. 
The students were administered a survey form at two times during 
the Spring 1980 semester. The instruments were designed by the 
researcher to elicit their perception of expectations of support and 
actual receiving of support from family and/or non-family members in 
the emotional, social, financial and informational categories. These 
categories continuously came up during counseling sessions with 
students. 
A Kruskal-Wallis One-Way Analysis of Variance was performed to 
determine if there was a significant relationship between the degree 
of supportiveness from family and non-family members and the academic 
achievement of urban black disadvantaged college students. The results 
of the tests did not support the research hypothesis. However, there 
was definite relationship between support expected and support received. 
The major implication of the study is that there may be other more 
important factors which have an influence on urban disadvantaged 
students' academic performance. 
The implic.ation for social workers in higher education. is·. that 
as counselors they must be concerned with students and the promotion 
of policies that have overall social policy implications. which will 
allow the higher education arenas to meet the range of students' needs 
with understanding and sensitivity. 
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Disadvantaged urban black college students are a group who have 
risen to the forefront of educational interest within the last twelve 
years. This interest in black students was precipitated by an in-
crease in the number of blacks who entered the university during this 
period and the controversy their presence caused •. "This encounter 
of blacks and the academy had the explosive possibilities of water 
added to hydrochloric acid. ,,1 It wasn 1 t just the numbers of black 
students that caused con~roversy, but also the fact that the dis-
advantaged black students did not fit the traditional college s.tu-
dents' profile. These students were different, more often they were 
less well prepared culturally, academically, financially or socially 
than their white counterparts. This suggested that these "non-tra-
ditional" students needed extra support in order to bridge the gap. 
The nuclear family has customarily been the provider of the 
emotional, financial, social and informational support for traditional 
college students. Disadvantaged black students seemed to expect the 
same kinds of assistance from their families and/or a significant 
person outside of the extended family. Extended family support had 
almost always played a compensatory role in black life when needed 
1Allen B. Ballard, The Education of Black Folk - The Afro-
American Struggle of Knowledge in White America (New York: Harper and 
Row, 1973), p. 3. 
• , 
2 
assistance was not forthcoming from the larger society. Riessman 
reports that •.. "the large extended family Cof the disadvant.aged) pro-
vides a small world in which one is accepted and safe. If help is 
needed, the family, is the court of first resort and will !>rovide it, 
at least to some extent."l He further states "that the family will 
frequently pool its resources and take extra jobs in order to s,end one 
2 
of the children to college." In the instance of an education~ how-
ever, student expectations may be unrealistic in view of the fami~y's 
disadvantaged status. 
There seems to exist certain handicaps which need to be under-
stood. "Lower-class parents are not only less able to give direct 
guidance to students' career plans, but they are also less a,ble to 
create for them the intermediate learning opportunities by which 
students from more favored backgrounds are prepared for their future 
roles. ,,3 In the disparity' between the broader range of student ex-
pectations and the more constricted supports provided by family and/or 
significant others lies the potential for conflict "hich may af'fect 
how well students will perform academically. Several factors account 
for the disparity. One is that these non-traditional students are 
most likely to be the first of their family to go to college. Neither 
student nor family either realizes or understands what demands or the 
1 F. Riessman, The Culturally Deprived Child (New York: Columbia 
University Teachers College Bureau of Publications, 1962), p. 36. 
2Ibid., p. 46. 
3Robert A. Ellis, W. Clayton Lane, "Structural SUPPOTts for Up-
ward Mobility," Achievement in American Society, edited by Bernard C. 
Rosen (Massachusetts: Schenkman Publishing, Company, Inc., 19(69), p. 559. 
L 
3 
extent of demands which will be placed upon them by this new status. 
A second factor is that "the things that the student expected 
college to be were often different from what college really is • •• 1 
Misunderstandings of this nature would further add to the conflict 
between student and college and also between student, family and 
peers. 
"This· study of disadvantaged black students at John Jay Co1.1ege 
of Criminal ·Justice,": CUNY 2 during the Spring 1980 semester~ is an 
attempt to explore the support expectations "in the emotional. informa-
tional;" social ,and :financialareas inentioned, to ascertain if these" 
supports·areactually: provided by family ""and/or significant others. 
Further, the research will inve"Stigate:the possible relationship 
between "support expected and "support provided, whether a coincidence 
of the two, causes disadvantaged black students to do better academi-
cally than they do if support is not coinmensurate with expectations. 
Statement of Problem 
As a :counselor· with" the City University of New York for eight 
years, this researcher has become interested in the support expecta-
tionsol'· disadvantaged 'urban"black college students, which might have 
triggered their"· decision "to attend college. Although CUNY colleges 
provide counseling, tutoring and financial aid, these services are 
1 - . 
William Moore, Jr., Against the Odds (San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, Inc., 1970), p. 53. 
2Tbe students at John Jay College are representative of all five 





limited in terms of meeting the total needs of the.se students. There 
still seems to be an intangible degree of expectations of supportive-
ness from family members as well as from others with whom the students 
have contact, which may playa great part in these students' educa~ 
tional exp!'riences. Year after year of watc.hing under-prepared stu-'- ,;-. 
dents coming into the college system·, requiring the most basic level 
of remediation, ·intensive counseling and extensive financial ass is-
tance,. yet with little comprehension of the magnitude of their own 
needs, suggested to this researcher· the necessity of understanding 
what their support expectations are, whether or not students receive. 
these supports, .and .if so, do they playa significant role in helping 
them perform ·well academically; It is gene,rally agreed that there. 
is no "real" sense of community in urban commuter colleges which would 
embrace disadvantaged students in ways bridging that gap of· depri-
1 
vations dividing them from traditional students.- Also,· there is very 
little research which. substantiates whether the supports as now pro-
vided by colleges. are adequate to help di·sadvantaged students do well 
academically. Although. this study's instrument will not include 
college professionals,· the growing presence· of these students on urban 
campuses makes it essential that educators begin to comprehend the 
depth of influence these often unstated expectations have upon such 
students. 
IPatr~cia K. Cross, Beyond the Open Door (San Francisco:· Jossey-
Bass, Inc., 197L), p. xii. 
5 
From this we can see that many disadvantaged black students have 
begun a precarious climb up the ladder toward a higher level of living. 
Although Hill has alluded to the compensating strengths of blacks in 
confronting a hostile American environment,l the educational arena 
is one of those areas where blacks seem to be sufferingZ and this will 
have great ramifications in other facets of their lives. Hill c.on-c 
tends that "achievement orientation already exists in many low-income 
black families. These strengths need to be built upon by. truly making 
education the avenue for success which the "American Dream" says it 
3 
ought to be." That disadvantaged black students seem to present my-
riad problems doe~ r;~t differentiate them very much from other co.llege 
.. 
students. Howe~er, the one significant difference seems to be that 
their problems relating to family stability and harmony remain in. a 
state of constant uncertainty.4 Such social dilemma should present 
cause for concern for any discipline like social work which professes 
to study' the area of human behavior. 
1Robert B. Hill, The Strengths of Black Families (New York: 
National.Urban League, 1971-72), p. 1-131. 
2 (a) ~en~us data was reported in a study compiled by the 
National 'Connnittee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and 
Universities (Oct. 1977). It was found that 24 percent of all hlacks 
between 18-24 years old (808,000) were not enrolled in sGchool and 
were not high school graduates, compared with 15 'percent whites. 
(b) Sp':;cifically for Seek and Seek Eligibles, the retention in tipper 
divisions (6th, 8th or 10th semesters) was less than that of ot'her 
students • 
. 3 ................ . 
Robert B. Hill, The Strengths of Black Families, ~. cit., 
p. 3Z. 
4William Moore, Jr., Against the Odds (San Francisco: Joss.ey-








Purpose of Study 
It was the purpose of this research to study the disadvantaged . 
black students' support expectations. and the actual behavior of 
family and/or significant others, in order to determine whether 
these variables influence the academic performance of the disad-
vantaged black students. In particular, this research was designed 
to answer the question, whether students who expected a high degree 
of emotional, social,. informational and financial support and received 
it during their first semester of college, performed better academi-
cally than those who expected but did not receive a high degree of 
these supports. 
Theoretical Formulation 
Two major theoretical concepts frame this research, the family 
as a social system and roles as perceived by one member of the family 
system. Bell and Vogel regard the family lias an analytical concept, 
defined in terms of the existence of relationships, recognized by the 
participants •.• ,,1 . For this research, the family will be consid.ered 
an extended one including not only mother, father and sibLfngs, but. 
also aunts, uncles, grandparents. husbands, wives, step-parents, and 
foster parents. The role concept assumes a'manifestation of "real 
life behavior as it is displayed in genuine ongoing social situations."Z 
1 Norman W. Bell and Ezra F. Vogel, "Toward A Framework for Func-
tional Analysis of Family Behavior," The Family, (New York: The Free 
Press, 1960), pp. 1-34. 
2 '. 
Bruce J. Biddle, and Edwin J. Thomas, Role Theory: Concepts and 



















The concept of reles is useful in studying the expectations of 
these students in a family system. The structural-functional approach 
adopted for this research is especially impertant because it is suppor-
e.d by research which shows that an individual's expectatiens are 
shaped or influenced by the number ef ways in which he is interdepen-
1 dent with others. Such "ethers" would include net only family mem'-
bers, but also "significant others," i. e., co-werker, college friends, 
neighbor, intimate male· and female friend" etc. 
- -
Study Design 
A detaged repert of the study design may be feund in the methods· 
~ -' ~ 
sectien (Chapter II) ef this research. The synepsis presented here 
briefly states that the empirical aspect-of this research invelved 
the collection of data from 44 students at an urban cemmuter cellege 
in the City University ef New Yerk system. The subjects used as the 
sample group were entering freshmen in the Spring 1980 class. About 
- '- ' - ;-:::: -, - ..: --
sixty percent of the students were in an educatienal opportunity pre-
_. - ~. . -. " '. - . . ' . 
gram whose admittance criteria stipulated students with high schoel 
averages belew 80 and family incomes which conferm to. the poverty 
level defined by New York State •. The other forty percent were 
matched students, .based on high schoel averages and income eligibi-
lity. These were .students who could have been included in the edu-
c·ational -opportunity program, had it not been for the lettery system 








of student· selection employed by the City University Process Center. 
The students were administered a questionnaire at Time 1, 
January 1980, designed· to elicit their expectations of emoticmal, in-
formational, social and financial support from family members and/or 
significant others before their attendance at any college. At Time 
2, May 1980, after students had been attending college one semester, 
a second questionnaire was administered to elicit responses of actual 
behavior by family and significant others •. Their grades and course 
progression evaluation printouts were used to determine how the stu-
dents had performed over the first semester. A Kruskal-Wallis One-Way 
Analy;is of Variance Rank Order1 was performed on the data, to deter~ 
mine whether there was a significant difference in academic perfor- . 
mancebetweenthose students who expected and received high support 
from family and/or significant others and those who expected high 
support but received low support, as well as those who expected low 
support and receivedlow·and those who expected low but received 
high. 
Significance of Study 
While comparative academic achievement studies between black 
and white students have been conducted on all educational levels, more 
. 2 
research has been focused upon the elementary and secondary levels •. 
1 Sidney Siegal, Nonparametric Statistics for the Behavioral 
Sciences (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1956), pp •. 184-193. 
2The percentage of disadvantaged blacks attending college was 
very low until around the 1960s. Since that time more research has 
been concentrated at the post-secondary level. 
9 
Recently, studies have been directed toward disadvantaged black co1-
lege students, although even here attention has concentrated upon the 
1 
college dropout. Most research performed continues to ignore the 
relationship between the academic performance of disadvantaged stu-
dents and the emotional, social, informational and financial support 
expected from family'and/or significant others. It is likely that 
disitdv.intaged'students appr~achh:i.~h~r education with only piecemeal 
- - -- -' _.' ,,-informatio~ or 'very' few IiiodelS'"fo 'prepare' them for the demands of 
" ' 
college. Nonetheless; the 'students 'seem to expect to 'achieve aca-
demic success;' Since tes~~tch sh6ws th~t the third semester is a 
cruci~l'one, 'when t:he~e' is'ahigh incidenc.i. of dropouts, one of the 
. , 
contributing factors rnaywellbe'the expectations which, while sur-
f~cing iIi the fir'i't semester, coupound'themselves by the third • This 
makes it imperative to understand the full range of problems affecting 
the academic performance in order to provide disadvantaged students 
with the requisite c'as;hst~tic~' duiirig : their educational careers'. In, 
addition, expanding these students' comprehension of their roles in 
a college setting and their role expectations from family and non-
family members can enhance the relationships between the students and 
those expected to be 'stipportive; 
Hopefully, the findings 'of this rese,[rch will help to point:' out 
the need for The City University of New York to strengthen the types 
of special programs ,of counseling,.tuj:oring,and financial aid offered 
by its colleges. 
1 R.G. Cope, and W. Hannah, Revolving College Doors (New York: 









RELATED LITERATURE AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
There have been many studies which have compared the academic 
1 
achievement of blacks to that of their white counterparts. These 
studies tend to point to factors within the· school, home and environ-
ment as the significant communities· having great· impact or influence 
ort the academic achievement of blacks. Those proponents who cite the 
school as the problem feel that more discipline, better facilities, 
more sensitive, better trained teachers and relevant curriculum would 
2 be helpful in regard to better students performance. Others who cite 
the hOme and environment as the problems feel that family conditions 
should be improved in order to support and produce better academic 
performance at the schools. All of these studies have one thing in 
COmmon - they agree that there is a social problem and it needs to be 
addressed. This study will review some of the literature showing 
those factors. which influence academic achievement in general and some 
studies which talk about sp·ecific factors affecting the academic 
achievement of urban disadvantaged black students. 
1Allan C. Ornstein, "Suggestions for Improving Discipline and 
·Teaching the Disadvantaged," Educating the Disadvantaged C 
AMS Press, 1970), pp. 245-252; J.S. Coleman, "Equality of Educational 
Opportunity," Integrated Education, Sept.- Oct., 1968, No. 35, pp .. 19-28. 
2 Ibid, pp 19-28; McGeorge Bundy, Reconnection for Learning-A 
Community School System for New York City; Roosevelt Johnson, Black 
Scholars on Higher Education in the 70s, Division of Educational-Commu-
nity Counselors Associates, Inc., 1974, pp. 1-391. 
r 
11 
Academic Performance Research 
The most common ·measure used for academic performance has been 
the grade point average. Some of the literature reacting to this 
measure are relevant for this study. The reliability of g.p.a. as a 
measure of academic performance is compromised by several uncontrol-
lable variables, .according_ to: Lavin.I .: These factoTs include: (1) dici-
fererices in :the numbers: of' courses biken by students; (2) differences 
in majors:'and 'cor-e' 'curricula; ,(3), diff-erences in t'eacher. grading cri-
teri,,; (4), 'differerrces'. in :individual traits, i.e., social class Dr 
sex,: which 1if£ect '.:the, t'enor .of Btudent-'teacher relationships .A1-, 
though':alI,1i~ay. thei.r:ro~-ein determining :'student grades, l·ittle re-
search has, been conduc_ted to measure the degree of influence of these 
variables. 
Laviri -al'so contends that all·of-the research on predicting aca-
demic performance up .to1961 tends ,to ,be .rather atomistic in concep-
tion. He states that the most important question to be answered 
first is student group affiliations. This is necessary because group 
membership will affect students attitudes toward school and learning. 
The studies prior -,to '1961 were viewed as atomistic because of use 
of the. cause and effec::tlinear notion.' Variables "ere isolated and 
- -,--,., --. 
measured singularly rather than recognizing that there might be a 
multicausal effect .. Lavin, is -'opt.ingf.<>.r_.the need to approach research 
on the prediction of academic performance by use of a broad, 
1 
David E. Lavin, The Prediction of Academic Performance, (New 
York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1965), pp 1-169. 
12 
multivariate approach. This associational research is m0st promising 
in furthering an understanding of the determinants of academic achieve-
ment. He goes on to state that "advances in ability to predi.ct aca-
demic achievement .•• is a rna tter of finding out more about t:he nature 
of students' culture and how it influences student learning values 
and attitudes. ,,1 
Cultural Factors 
Lavin's· studies of sociological status as it affects academic 
performance show that there are certain similarities of personality 
amongst persons similarly circumstanced·Ceconomically, soeially, edu-
cationally). By the same token, persons in different cireumstanees 
face different life situations and, in adapting to these, arrive at 
different. sets of values and lif e styles. All of these he1p. determine 
academic achievement. From some 13 studies reported, Lavin eoncludes 
the findings reveal that the higher one's social status, the higher 
2 
one's level of performance . Because disadvantaged b1ack stud.en.ts 
occupy a low socioeconomic level, educators need attend to'· those fac-
tors of socioeconomic status which may greatly contribute to poo·. aca-
demic performances by these students. But equal emphasis I!lUs.t be 
placed upon discovering those sociological factors which lMly enhance 
the educational achievements of these disadvantaged students. These 
factors are· understood to be different in kind from abili.ty 
1Lavin, £R. cit., Introduction. 
2 Ibid., p. 125. 
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as a determinant of accomplishment. 
It is a truism that the current plight of black Americans has 
developed from the circumstances of the historical past. During the 
1960s a report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorder 
elaborated upon the dimensions of the dilemma: 
Few appreciate how central the problem of the Negro [black] 
has been to our social policy. Fewer still understand that 
today's problems can be solved only if white America compre,.. 
hend the rigid social, economic_ and educational barriers that 
have prevented Negrbei;- [b1"ackil"fr'om participating in the main 
stream of American life. 
Historical1y-,· -blacks have recognized higher education as a pri-
mary vehic-lefor pas-sag-e -into the -American mainstream. However, it is 
only within -the la-st Is -years-tha:iop-en a~_eess to higher education :l~ 
cuNY- an-ci-other -universit:ieshas -made -it-pOSSible for blacks to take 
advantage of college. Even so, mere admission into college has been 
no guarantee of scholastic achievement. Such non-traditional students 
as disadvantaged urban blacks require the kinds of supportive assis-
tance traditi~nal-college student~have generally availed themselves 
of. 
Coleman states that there are three major places from which stu-
dents can find the educational resources necessary for success: the 
home, the environment provided by school and neighborhood peers, and 
- - --.'. 2 -
the resources provided by -school -itself. For disadvantaged students. 
lOtto Kerner,Report of the .Nationa1 Advisory Commission on 
Civil Disor-der, MEtrch 1968, p. 236. 
2James _ S. Coleman, "Equality of Educational Opportunity," 
Educating the Disadvantaged, Edited by Allan C. Ornstein (New York: 
AMS Press, 1968-:69) ,p. 259. 
! i 
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home is often in neighborhoods unconducive to educational achievement. 
When this is the case,Coleman feels "it requires much more effort, 
much stronger discipline, much stricter constraints and a much higher 
level of --motivation on the part of parents to provide the same level 
of conditions for educational achievement as in a middle class family 
in a middle class neighborhood. ,,1 If teachers are aware of the inter-
action between the child's environment, his family and his schooling, 
they open an additional re80urce for students. 
Moore enumerates some of the differences between the familial 
circumstances distinguishing the disadvantaged from traditional col-
lege students: 
America's newest college student_ has spent the first seven-
teen years of his life in a different, cultural environment 
from that of -the students we're accustomed to teaching in 
college. He is less likely to have seen good'books and maga-
zines around the home, less likely to have been able to retreat 
to a room of his own, and less likely to have been exposed to 
discussions of world affairs at the dinner table ••• 2 
Cross delineates a cause and effect relationship between cir-
cumstances of disadvantagement and personal problems which translate 
themselves into low academic performances. Compounding the dilemma 
is the force exerted upon student self-image by failure in the, compe-
titive environment of school. Feelings of self-doubt and insecurity 
3 
are thereby created. 
1 
Coleman, £E.. cit., p -' 258. 
2William Moore, Jr., Against the Odds, San Francisco;-Jossey-_ 
Bass Inc., 1971), p. 61. 
3 
Patricia K. Cross, "The New Students Look at Education;" Beyond 
the Open Door (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Inc., 1971), p. 80.-
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Rosen performed two studies with different samples measur±ng~ 
values which encourage individual academic achievement. He found 
"middle class persons were more likely to possess the kinds of values 
which influence the individual's willingness to mobilize his energies 
1 
toward achievement than were respondents in the lower social st'ra.ta." 
Despite circumstances of.disadvantagement, black students do 
possess suppo~tive ,esources within their subculture. The existence 
of said resources: cre" tes, expec ta tions of support which they can 
enlist in· hope of: a~ademic achievement. 
Support Expectations 
Family 
• __ • .CJ .," __ 
Because the pursuit of higher education may generally be equated 
with a desire for upward mobility, attention need be paid both to 
those factors within the home e~couraging disadvantaged students -
to seek college degrees - and to the familial support expectations of 
these students. However, -research conducted at Stamford by Ellis and 
2 Lane fails to clarify the extent of nuclear family influence in st.i-
mu1ating desires for social mobility within children. 
Ellis and Lane monitored two sample groups over a four year 
period, extracting data designed to reveal the social and behavioral 
- -lBernardC; Reisen, H.J. Crockett and C.F. Nunn, Achievement 
in American Society (Massachusetts: Schenkmann Publishing· .. CQ:';':; Inc.,. 
1969), p. 49. -
2 
Robert A. Ellis; W. Clayton Lane, "Structural Supports for 
Upward Mobility," Achievement in American Society, edited by Bernard 
C. Rosen (Massachusetts: Schenkman Publishing Company, Inc., 1969), 
pp. 552-560. 
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consequences of upward mobility. One group was cempesed ef tradi'-::, 
tienal college students, regarded as representative ef the general 
characteristics of Stanford undergraduates, whereas the ether cousis-
ted ef students from low socio-economic backgrounds. The results 
showed no significant difference in the influence and suppert ef 
family members for the two groups. However, difference arose between 
the greups over which parent most supported collegiate goals. Whereas 
fathers had the greatest ir,f1uence for the traditional group. 75, per." 
cent of the disadvantaged students cited mothers as the dominant force. 
This, disparity may be explained by the fact that fathers in the tra-
ditional group attained higher levels of education than their wives. 
The reverse waS true for the other group's parents. There, mothers 
had the superior 'education. 
In an earlier study by Riessman, the dominant role played by 
mothers of disadvantaged students was revealed. He cenductedl one sur-
vey at the clese of World War II, where he found that by cemparison~ 
the underprivileged seem to be less interested in college for their 
children than higher socio-economic groups. However, this is not to 
say that a substantial number did not view cellege as a necessity. 
When asked ••• "if yeu had a sonl daughter graduating frem high school, 
weuld yeu prefer that he/she go en to' college, er weu1d you.: rather 
I h · 1 ? "I have him her de semet mg e se •••. 68 percent ef'the disadvantaged' 
did choose college, as compared with 91 percent of the upper class 
IF. Riessman, The Culturally Deprived Child, 'Bureau ef Publi-
cations, 1962, p. 11 
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who also chose college. And it was the disadvantaged mothers who 
seemed most in favor of higher education. 
Kahl explored, an' alternate influence, using all boys who re-
fTected pattern of lifestyles and values held by parents divided into 
two groups - those who believed in, "getting by" and those who believ"d 
1 
in "getting ahead." :Overall,: this, showed that the greater the 
parental influence'toward ,college, the more prone the student was 
to attend. Eight out of 10 ,did aStend and for those whose parents 
were un'interested, 11 out of IS ,did not. He found that parents who: 
had negative viewa of their "own status tended to give greater en-
couragE'-II1ent. ,to their _sons ,to ,use 'educaticon as a ,means of social. 
Non-Family Support 
When the role of non-family support: was studied, Ellis and Lane 
found both Stanford groups to have received some. In fact, peer in-
fiuerice seemed more or less 'equai for 'both. However, the disadvantaged 
group reported a greater number of significant others. The high school 
teacher was the most important 'non-family member for these students. 
But, they also named other non-family members twice as often as did 
traditional 'students. 'An interesting discover". was that this type 
of influence had greater effect upon disadvantaged female students 




Joseph A.Kahl, The American Class Structure (New York: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, 1~6s}, p. Z87. 




The overall findings of Ellis and Lane's study emphasized (1) 
the collateral roles played by both parents and non-family members in 
the process of socialinobility; (Z) the need of disadvantaged students 
to supplement the initial familial impetus toward college education 
with outside social support and direction; (~) the centrality oithe 
teacher as a significant other for'disadvantaged students,> although 
other adults in the community provide the non-family supportneces-
sary to overcome the handi'!aps ofclass,background~ Morris also agrees 
that blacks' more than whites need or utilize non-family supports. He 
states specifically, that "for' black teenagers ,much more than white 
teenagers, the 'significant others' are outside the educational com-
munity, 'because blacks are substantially underrepresented in positions 
1 
of educational leadership." 
Theoretical Considerations 
Here it is necessary ,to expound upon two theoretical concepts 
pivotal to this study - the dynamics of expectation'in role behavior 
and the structural-functional approach to family. 
Biddle and Thomas' comprehensive study establishes as role t s 
domain "the complex real-life behavior as it is played in genuine on-
going social situations ;"Z As Cloward and Ohlin point out, the boun-
daries of' behavior are defined by the culture's norms, values and 
1Lorenzo Morris, Elusive Equality (Washington, D.C.: Howard Uni-
versity Press, 1979), p. 72. 
ZBruce J. Biddle and Edwin J. Thomas, Role Theory: Concepts and 
Research (New York: John Wiley and Sons Inc., 1966). pp. 144-148. 
I 
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1 beliefs. However, the disadvantaged also function within a sub-
culture also having its normative effect. Often, the values of these 
two cultural forces conflict. One realm of conflict in recent years 
has been higher education. Because the college terrain is a relatively 
new one for the majority of disadvantaged students, they have come to 
expect the kinds of supportiveness from their subculture which would 
enable. them to cQpe with the new experience. Biddle and Thomas point 
oU1;that. the'le expectations (as they: shall be referred to here) may be 
~it.her·ove.rt.oJ;' ,cQve)::t, realistic or distorted. 2 Whatever the case, 
theseexpect.ation$: are. the individual ts . interpretations of aspects of 
the world, "nd,as· sUGll,·present ,·complex . interactions between these 
exp~ctatiCJn"an<l t;he_situatioQ,s.which .e1icit them. Thus, the concept 
of role helps explain not . only who the one expecting is in relation 
with those around him, but also the kinds of expectations he will have. 
From Bell and· Vogei comes the structural-functional approach to 
family. Its usefulness resides in its illumination of the concepts of 
family and social system, concepts basic to comprehending the inter-
actions betwen family members. Since Bell and Vogel define social sys-
tem as an "aggregation of persons, or for some purposes, of ro1es,,,3 
the family will here be viewed as a social system. According to Bell 
and Vogel, the family as a social system performs various functions! in 
_.~.--1RlC:!iaict·Clowai:d and Lloyd E. Ohlin, "Norms of Delinquent Subcu1-
tura1s," Role Theory:. Concepts ahd Research, (New York: John Wiley. and 
Sons,· 1966), pp. 144-148. 
2 . Ib~d., pp. 149-150. 
3 







relation to other systems, whether external or internal. They ci.te 
as these functional problems: task performance, family leadership, 
integration and solidarity and the family value system. Most 
researchers of black family functioning seem to feel that specific 
black family structure is more complex and is usually viewed in a 
more limited manner than it should be. Billingsley, for example, 
views the black family functioning as both instrumental and expres-
sive in nature. He states that the instrumental functions serve ''to 
maintain the basic physical and social integrity of the family units, 
e.g;, the provision of food, clothing, shelter and health care. Other 
functions are more expressive in· character, designed to maintain and 
enhance the socio-emotional relationships and feelings among family 
1 
members." This approach also recognizes that there are some func-
tions which are both expressive and instrumental in nature. At any 
rate, both researchers here cited, view the family as a social system. 
Billingsley further states, "these [family] functions are highly inter-
related with each other, and their effectiv~ execution depends not only 
on the structure of the family but also on the structure of the society 
2 
and the place of the family in that social structure. Both family 
functioning as outlined by Billingsley and Bell and Vogel - task per-
formance, family leadership, integration and solidarity and the family 
value system - incorporate the four areas of support on which this 
i Andrew Bil1lingsley, Black Families in White America (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19.68), p. 22. 
2Ibid .,. p. 22. 
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study focuses - emotional, informational, financial and social. 
Looking at these areas of support for this study, one can readily 
tie these areas of support to the functional problems cited. 
Emotional support comes about as a result of the solidarity and 
integration of relationships within the family. The extended family 
provides this support whether it is in time of crisis or in a more 
carefree time. The sense of knowing that there is a network onwh~ch 
one can depend is of paramount importance. According to Martin and 
Martin, for some people "their extended family gave a sense of iden-
. .:."j..... . '. 1 
tity, of roots, the emotional security of belonging." 
The closeness. and stability of the family enables members to 
recognize and respect those who. are moved into leadership roles. 
This position is an important one requiring a strong person. The 
ability to keep informed and pass along information about family 
members is necessary in order to keep the extended family functioning. 
Financial aid given to family members in need has significance 
for the economic and emotional security of family members. The 
economic plight is one condition which "has made for the, continuing 
development of the mutual aid system in the black family; and that 
system, in turn, has drawn family members together around an extend.ed 
'." .. ·2 
family base." 
._ .. lElmer-P. Martin and Joanne M. Martin, The Black Extended Family 
(Chicago: University of Ch:tcag" Press; 1978), p. 31. 
2Ibid ., p. 29. 
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The strength of the network which is formed over a long period 
of time promotes the feeling of solidarity. 'Also, over time fami1y 
members establish a,value system to which everyone is expected ~n 
adhere. Certain expectations which could be emotional, financial. 
informational or social in nature become attached to "feelings of 
I 
rightness or wrongness." According to Martin and Martin, "anything 
family members get beyond food, clothing, shelter, emotional supp<>rt 
encouragement and love depends largely on resources - especially 
financial resources - other than those coming from the extended' 
family. ,,2 
The importance of the community and the family providing social 
support is paramount. The leadership of the network through' the 
strength of its members is able to utilize those social supports out-
side of the network which serves to enhance the family functioning. 
In fact, those supports from within the family and, the community are 
interlaced with each other to provide an environment which allows 
family values, expectations, hopes and goals to be realiz.ed. Recause 
support expectations are so immediately qualified by the functional 
problems confronting families, some understanding of these problems 
is required. 
IRe11 and Vogel, ££~ cit., p. 29 .. 





In addition ,to clarifying the two concepts of role behavior and 
the structural-functional approach to family, several other key con-
cepts to be used in this research will now be defined, with other 
important concepts operationally defined later in the study (Chap-
ter III). 
Disadvimtaged students' - those- students receiving financial 
aid due ,to economic. deprivation, who are also academi-
"cally and 'culturally:-deprived. Operationally, these 
were students of this study c.ho were or could have 
'been'in the SEEK' Program; " 
Number of support persons - those family and significant 
others listed on survey form who were expected to 
giVe and aidcgive 'support t6-'the students. 
, :Support:: expectati6ris- degree of ': social, emotional, infor-
mational and financial help ,expected from family andl 
or significant others'as perceived by the students. 
Support received - degree of social, emotional, informa-
tional and financial help actually received from family 
and/or significant others as reported by students. 
Significant others '- will also be reterred to in this study 
as non-family members. Those persons other than 
family members who have some contact and offer or are 
expected to offer some support, 1. e., co-worker" inti-
mate male or female friends, college friends, etc. 
Total support - sum of support expected or received from 
family and significant others as reported by students. 
In summary, the above literature demonstrates a need to address 
the concerns of disadvantaged students on today's college campuses 
and indicates the 'factors which fnflU:ence their academic performances. 
The needs of these'students extend beyond the requirements of tradi-
tional students. The challenge this presents for instructional 
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staff, while seemingly welcomed by few, may' perha!",. be more, readily 
met through the gathering of'suchresearch, as found' in this study. 
Clearly defining the determinants that most affect the academic per-
formances of disadvantaged students may provide not only comprehension 
of, but support for meeting these students' needs. 
To this end, four areas of importance in determining academic 
attendance and attainment to be investigated are as earlier' outlined 
the emotional, informational, financial and social. After eight years 
counseling disadvantaged students in an urban college and reviewing 
the pertinent literature, in the field, this researcher' has fOUJild 







It has been established that there is a real need for social work 
, .. _ .:-:'i-'_ _" -;-." _ 
to view the individual and his problems from a holistic perspective. 
Once social ;"'ork ·begi~s' systematically· to chart the dynamies in such 
social" systems as the 't;uuiiy , it will move away from the "linear 
notion" of cause and effect in attempting to help those whom they 
service. 
To .investigate the effects levels of family and/or non-family 
supportiveness have upon the academic performances of disadvantaged 
black students, two surveys were conducted, the first to measure 
~ ~ 
degrees of expected support, the second the degree of support 
received. Since information about expectations had been collected 
before students in the study group began their college careers, reports 
of their expectations were uncontaminated by the events of their col-
lege experiences. An explanation for limiting the study to the 
period of one semester follows later in the chapter. 
Four categories of support were explored: 
1. Emotional encouragement, sense of personal worth, 





shared leisure, social skills, setting 
to entertain college frineds, conver-
sation ... 
tuition, carfare, school suppies, 
clothing, room and board 
financial planning, college choice, 
academic decisions ••• 
Hypothesis 
The following hypothesis underlines this study: 
Disadvantaged black college students who expecthigfu support 
and receive high support have higher academic performance 
than those who expect but don't receive high actual support. 
These students can be divided into four groups: 
Group 1 
Students who have high early expectations of support, and who 
report (after one semester) a correspondingly high level of actual 
support, will demonstrate the greatest group academic performance, 
as indicated by GPA. 
Group 2 
Students who have low early expectations of'support and who 
report (after one semester} high actual support, will tend, to demon':' 
strate moderately high academic performances, as determined by 
GPA. 
Group 3 
Students who have low early expectations of support and who 









demonstrate moderately low academic performances,. as determined by 
GPA. 
Group 4 
Students who have high early expectations of snpport and who 
report (after one semester) low actual support, will tend to demon-
strate the lowest academic performances, as determined by the GPA. 
Schematically, the hypothesis .will be stated as such: 
Expec-ta tions Actual Support _, Rank of GPA 
High High _ 
.-0. High (Group I) 
Low, H!"gh High (Group 2L. 
~ ---, 
Low Low Low (Group 3) 
High - Low Low (Group 4). 
The Sample 
The subjects used in. this, study .were all blaek stud:ents in the 
Spring,}980 enter_ing freshman, class at. John Jay Col,lege of Criminal 
Justice, City University of New York. Spring entering freshmen at 
Johil. Jay usually divide themselves into two academic I:ategories. The 
first consists of those who are less well prepared for college work 
thaJ;! _fall entering freshmen. Their having graduated from high school 
a semester behind their classmates suggests certain academic deficien-
cies which these students mayor may not have taken care of'satisfac-
torily.: The second group, a numerically small category, comprises 
those who have graduated a semester ahead of their high scho,01 class-





cons,equently require much, more help adjusting to the more mature en-
vironment of the college setting'. 
Because the Spring class size is generally smaller than in the 
Fall, the options for selecting a sampling from one ethnic group are 
relatively constricted. One hundred and forty students were admini-
stered Survey I since there was no way to determine on the sole basis 
of names, the identities of black students. Following the initial 
survey, 53 names were selected using the demographic information' 
obtained on the front page of the survey fbrm. After careful scrutinY 
44 Survey Forms were determined to be usable for the study (N=44).1 
This sample group was followed from pre-college entrance (after their 
applications had been accepted by the college) through their first 
semester. 
The freshman students at John Jay were selected because '(1) this 
researcher is a counselor at the college and has access to student 
files and other needed information, (2) these students met the 
criteria2 established for the sample to be used in the study, (3} 
disadvantaged students at John Jay represent all boroughs of the city 
and are a microcosm of the larger disadvantaged urban black student 
population in America. This is important here because this researcher 
takes the position that it is "through understanding the problems of 
'lIt was di:scovered after careful scrutiny that nine of the 53 
selected subjects were of other ethnic groups. This study used only 
black subj ects. 
2 Students would have high school averages below 80, from fami'-' 
lies whose economic status was at or below the poverty level and 




the disadvantaged or deprived (using John Jay's students), we may 
come to an understanding of the problems confronting all (young) 
people in America, because the problems of the disadvantaged are the 
1 
problems of all Americans, only in a more magnified fashion." 
Procedure 
The two surveys, in their final forms, contained 19 questions 
concerning supportiveness and a list of 16 persons from whom stud.alts 
might expect and/or receive support. The surveys were administ.ered 
at the beginning and end, respectively, of the Spring 1980 semester. 
The following is a step-by-step accounting of the procedure. 
Initially, a letter requesting permission to conduct this study 
"' .~~. 
was sent to the Dean of Students. After receiving permission (Appen-
dix A - both letters), support of the Registrar's Office was sought 
in gathering the student sampling for the study. The Registrar re-
produced a list of all incoming freshmen which was used in selecting 
the sample group. 
Because of the small size of the entering class, the number of 
potential subjects was less than had been anticipated. Therefore, 
an earlier plan to restrict the study exclusively to SEEK students 
had to be altered, expanding the range to include all entering black 
students. It was .. also decided to administer Survey I to the entire 
freshman:c1ass and se1ect·the. blacks .afterwards, thereby avoiding: the 
potentia1·for·their feeling singled out and stigmatized, which might 
1 Mario Fantini, The Disadvantaged Challenge to Education (New 
York: Harper and Row, 1968), p. vi. 
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have resulted in their refusal to participate. 
With the assistance of her advisor} the researcher refined the 
forms which were tO,be'a pilot survey. The questions were structur.ed 
around the four basic categories of support. Upon completion, the 
forms were administered to a randomly selected, racially mixed group 
of freshmen. Based upon their verbalized questions and responses 
to the written questions, which showed mostly zeros and' non-appli.,.., ,,' 
cables (hereafter to be referred to as Os and N/As), questions deemed 
'totally irrelevant were deleted, narrowing the number of questions tD 
nineteen, divided,almost equally among the four areas of interest. 
This would be the Survey I form (Appendix C). 
With the approval of the Registrar's Office, Survey I was 
administered following the freshman orientation session, but prece-
ding their registration. Although students were not informed the 
survey was part cif a dissertation, they were told that the results 
would be useful in structuring sound counseling services for them. 
Since it is planned to use these findings in re-examining counseling 
serll,ices at John Jay, this explanation was deemed sufficient. 
After instructing the students in how to rill out the forms and 
advising them to think out their answers carefully, they were given 
an hour to complete the survey. Once completed, students were reques-
ted to pass the forms to the aisle as the researcher walked by their 
rows. This was to identify black students mentally, in case they had 
chosen not to check the ethnic question on the front of'the survey. 






in the sample. Although there was concern with the small sample, 
consultation between researcher and her advisor determined the size 
would be adequate for the study. 
Responses to Survey I were programmed onto keypunch cards at 
the John Jay Computer Center and the results were tabulated. The 
Survey II form was then designed based upon Survey 1. It was decided 
:to'expand'the scale to'include the categories: N/A ~ not applicable; 
-N/C = no,contact;'D = deceased; This was decided because of the io-
: consistant use of the. scale- on Survey I. It was felt that the ex-
.panded scale Would'.alleviate ambiguities of the 0 scoring. 
:In~ e'arly:May ;:44:. black students in the sampling group were 
conta'ded to fiU 'out'. Survey n, first by the ,Dean of Student's Of':' 
fice, then by a follow-up letter sent by the researcher for'those who 
did not respond to the, Dean's letter (Appendix B). Therefore, unlike 
the administra tion of Survey I, Survey II submissions were staggered 
over a period of several weeks. Many'of the subjects had to be 
telephoned and/or.gotten out·of classes in order to fill out the 
second survey form., 
Once all the forms had been completed, they were hand coded 
like Survey I and presented to-the comilUter center for keypunching. 
All subsequent punched cards were then programmed in accordance with' 
the design for the st"tistical analysis of the study. 
Table I shows 'a :Summary of the characteristics of the sample' 
group. The data shows that 64 percent of the subjects were female, 







CHARACTERISTICS OF TIiE SAMPLE 
N = 44 
Group 
Males 
Students under 20 
Students single 
Students with high school 
diploma 
Students graduating high 
school before 1979 
Students living with parents 














unmarried; 59 percent were under 20 years of age. Most of the 
subjects had graduated sometime within a year before this research 
was conducted. This suggests that the group, in the main, were not 
out on their own and only a small percentage were employed. In fact, 
considering full and part~time employment, only 19 percent of the 
the subjects heli! jobs. Even though 59 percent of the subjects were 
under 20 .. years of age, a sizable percentage were above 20;, which 
~ ' ... 
'would'~suggesCthat' these-pcrrSiYD.S-sirould be clearer about what they 
could or could not expect frOIu family and/or non~family members. 
A sizable numberlfved at home which would tend to make them more 
dependent' upon their 'parents for support. 
Forms and Scoring of Surveys 
The 19 survey items in each of· the two forms were lettered A 
through~ down,the. form, and. 16_ support persons, Le., famil)! members, 
significant others (non-family), were listed across the top. The 
first ten people were labeled family members, whereas 11-16 were 
designated non-family. Answers were reflected by degree of both 
expected and received support, ranging from 3 = most likely for the 
highest degree to 0 = not at all likely for the lowest. Thus. 
there was a possibility of 304 answers for each form, the product 
of the number of items times the number of support persons. 
In scoring the six independent variables - Family Support Sums, 
Non-Family Support Sums, Number of Family Support Persons, Number of 
Non-Family Support Persons, Total Support Sums, and Total Number of 
Support Persons (these variables are operationalized in Chapter V), 
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the data from Suveys I and II revealed inconsistencies in the suhjects' 
use of ,the scale. The scille had been modified for Survey II in order 
to alleviate the inconsistencies, but they still appeared. The modi-
fication of the sCale involved adding NIA = Non Applicable, D = De-
ceased and N/e = No contact. Ambiguity appeared most frequently in 
scoring those support persons to whom the students did not relate" 
or who seemed unavailable to them. Since the inconsistencies, o:II res-
ponses varied from item to,item, all unavailable or missing informa-
'tion was classified under code, 9 and was excluded from the ac'tual 
scoring. An example of the inconsistencies shows that five students 
scored the maternal variable alIOs on Survey I, a reading substantia-
ted on II. However, twenty students gave all zeros for expected 
paternal support, but the number of such students rose to twenty-three 
on II. Thirty-seven gave all zeros to the Husband variable on I and 
thirty-five did so on II. Conclusions to be drawn from these zero 
ratings cannot be substantiated by the data. Although it would: seem 
logical that students often meant that no such relationship existed 
between themselves and the particular support person as opposed to 
a lack of supportiveness from an existent relationship, this was not 
clear. The elimination of the code 9s for the tabulations left valid 
for scorirg the 1-3 range of responses which thus became the valid 
measures used throughout the study. In analyzing the data pertaining 
to individual item responses, ,it was found that 30 percent of the 
total number of cells on Survey I were scored with ones, twos and 




the 16 theoretically available support persons, all of them were ex-
pee ted to provide some degree of support and actually did. 
Based on the inconsistencies in the way each subject used the 
scale to score his survey forms, it was decided to use the sum of the 
items for each support person, according to what had been established 
above as valid measures. 
The completed surveys w~re. tabulated. in two ways to derive 
the scores.· for .tlie Amount. of Support, and Number of Support Persons 
reported by.~he: students" Figure 1 is a diagram of how the s.c(}ring 
was done for the six variables. The Total Amount of Support is repre-
sented by "A,:'c the, Tot.aLNll']'ber~ of Support Persons represented by "B," 
and "c" represents. the .Sum. of . Support for each individual support per-
son. The other·. four support variables - Amount of Family Support:, 
Amount of Non-Family SUPjlort, Nllmber of Family Support Persons, and 
Number of Non-Family Support.Persons - are denoted by AI' ~, Hi and 
~Z c respectively. , . , 
The valid measures (1,Z,3) reported by the students for each sup-
port item were summed to arrive at the sub-totals for Family (AI) and 
Non-Family (AZ) variables while the combination of the sub-totals re-
presents "A",. the Total Amount of. Support. The support persons rated 
by counting valid_~easllres were all, scored and this became "B" Csub-
totalsB I plus.BZ)' the<TotalNumb\"r Qf Support Persons •. A summary of 
these means,·standard deViations,. median. and range variable statistics 
may be found in Tables 2 and 3 (Chapter IV). 
To categorize the support ratings, the six variables on the two 
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student groupings thus resulted: high expected/high.received; low ex-
pected/high received; low· expected/low received; high expected/ 
low received. 
The final scoring process determined the sums of the four 
individual support categories. Figure 2 shows the diagram which is 
structured to show each support category and the items included under 
them. The tabulations for the six variables in each category were 
done the same. as the-,operation iti. Figure 1. Summing the six variables 
fOl: each categorYW.Q,il,<FJ:"eyealwh:ich_support ~ c.ategory had the highest 
degree of expected and received support. 
".;, 
An additional analysis was performed on each category. Family 
Support Aver,;g;;',-·N~:':Fa';iiY -fiupport A~e~age and Total Support Average 
were computed. This operation involved dividing the Family Support 
sum by the Number of Family Support Persons to yield the Family Sup-
port Average. Non-Family Support was divided by the Number of Non-
Fmaily Support Persons to yield Non-Family Support Average. The Total 
Support was divided by Total Number of Support Persons to yield the 
Total Support Average. Thus, three more variables to be treated to 
cross tabulations and tests of significance. This significance would 
be useful in determining the .relative degree of influence of·indivi-
dual support·categories.cupon student academic performance. The forms 
and scoring of the data produced clear information which helped to 
operationalize some concepts used in this study and outlined below~ 
Operational Definitions . 
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surveys as determined by students' responses and therefore distinct 
from the theoretically available possibilities embodied in the con-
ceptual planning of the study. 
1. Expected Support 
2. Received Support 
3. Academic Achieve:" 
ment 
4. Family Member 
5. Non-Family Members 
6. Disadvantaged 
Students 
7. Valid Measure 
Test of Reliability 
The emotional, informational, finan-
cial and social help students reported 
on Survey!. 
The emotioaal, informational, finan.,. 
cial and social sup·port reported on 
Survey I!. 
Percentage of courses a student passed 
in his first semester. This is the 
dependen t variable in tIlls study,. also· 
referred to as academic performance. 
Mothers, fathers, husbands, wives, 
aunts/uncles, grandparents, 'step-par-
ents, foster-parents, brothers, sisters 
whom students had as a perceived and/or 
actual support person. 
Co-workers, neighbors, intimate male or 
female friends, college friends, or 
others students had as a perceived andl 
or actual support person. This is re-
ferred to as significant others earlier 
in the study. 
Black students used in the sample 
group whose families are economically 
at or below poverty level and who have 
below 80 high school average for col-
lege entrance, i.e. SEEK members andl 
or SEEK eligibles. 
The ones, twos and threes scored on 
Survey I and Survey II forms. 
To measure the internal consistency of the two surveys, Cron~ 
bach's Alpha was computed. All 304 ratings were summed for each in-








ratings. Out of a total of 304 correlations, it was found that 32 
were negative and 51 were less than p = .10. In Survey II, 35 
correlations were negative and 16 were less than p = .10. Forty-
three correlations were found to be either negative or low on both 
surveys. Nevertheless, Cronbach' s Alpha was; 966 and .977 for Survey 
I and II respectively. 
Since the large number.of items did seem to account fora high 
degree of reliability, it was decided to run reliability tests on each 
of the four support. categories individually to discover if the Cron-
bach Alpha would continue to be high for a smaller number of items 
·as represented by each category. Similar analysis was performed upon 
both the column and row sums to validate further. survey reliability. 
Results of these tests may be found in Chapter V. 
Statistical Treatment of Data 
Since the ratings of amount of support are best thought of as 
ordinal rather than interval data, it was decided to use non-para-
metric tests of significance. The test selected was the Kruskal-Wallis 
One-Way Analysis of Variance. This non-parametric statistical design 
had been developed to test data assumed to be irregular, i.e., either 
not drawn from a representative population distribution, or "with 
scores which are not exact in any numerical sense, but which in effect 
are. simply ranks. ,,1 
1Sidney Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics for· the Behavioral 








The two surveys were comparatively analyzed to ascertain the 
existence/or strength of the relationship of expected to received 
support. When dividing the data at the median to form high/low groups 
. -
for purposes of cross tabulation, it was discovered that in the cases 
of three of the variables - Family Support Sum, Non-family Support 
Sums-, and Number of Family Support Persons - two students fell on 
- -- -
the median. The group "thus divided themselves unevenly into 23 high 
and 21 low. - To achie:v,,- -an equal g~oup:distribution, the tWo students 
wer:e arbit~a:i:ily;':ssci:g'Jed groups thus producing" .; high/low dichotomy 
" -
of "22 students- each. 
. -::' 
Limitations of the Research 
There are a few factors which would place limitations on this 
study's findings. The first is that this research was done over a 
semester instead of a whole" scho"ol year. This might have some effect 
upon tl:)e outcome of the study. The rationale for using one semester 
was to reduce the outside influence "upon the students which might ?ave 
affected their responses between Surveys I and II. 
The second factor may be that a student's ?xperiences through-
out his educational career might have been replete with unmet expec-
tations "so that not having expectations me,t in college might not be 
surprising for the student. Another factor is that City University 
is made up of colleges which are urban and commuter. The differences 
in these types of colleges - programming and student involvement -








limit the ability for this study to be generalizable to all black 
students. 
In addition to this, the students participating in this study 
are uniquely different from traditional college students. Their 
entering academic level is lower than has traditionally been found 
acceptable, they are first generation college students, their parents 
and few of the other persons significantly associated with them have 
obtained an education past high school, and they have been charac-
terized as culturally and economically disadvantaged. And f:imally, 
all of the students are black. The specialness, then, of· this re-
search population dis qualities the application of the findings here 
to other populations; In fact, even though they were all blacK and 
disadvantaged, individual differences in their degree of disadvantag.e-
ment exist which also qualify the homogeneity of the sample. However, 
the fact remains that they have much. more in common with each other 
than they have with other college population groups. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS: DESCRIPTION OF EXPECTED AND RECEIVED SUPPORT 
FROM FAMILY AND NON-FAMILY MEMBERS 
This research tests the hypothesis that those disadvantaged 
43 
urban black college students who expected and received high support 
. ~ .. - ,. ,~ --
would perform significantly better academically than those who ex-
pected and did not receive high support. The data gathered from this 
study was analyzed to test this hypothe.sis and to discover the de-
, '. -
grees of influence which both types of support and different people 
had upon academic performance during the student's first semester in 
college. Overall, the analysis would be expected to determine whether 
support from family and/or non-family members, outside of professionals 
at the college, had that great an influence, or whether this factor 
was but one among many factors necessary for good academic performance. 
The following two chajlt;.ers discuss the results of the research. 
The present chapter addresses itself to a description of group data 
gathered from Surveys I and II. This data told what support was 
expected and received by the students from family and non-family mem-
bers. 
Measuring Support 
Earlier the valid measures for this study were stated to be the 








These numbers were used to measure support. 
The family variables on the forms were 1 - 10. These variables 
under family were: mothers,' fathers, husbands, wives, grandparents, 
aunts/uncles, step-parents, foster-parents, sisters, and brothers. 
Non-family variables went from 11 - 16 and included: neighbors, co-
workers, college friends, intimate male and female friends· and others. 
Both family and non-family variables were selected from,a list made up 
by the researcher' asstuderts were counseled in regular sessions during 
the Fall 1979 semester. Those persons who were named most often as per-
sons important to the students were listed. 
The sum of support for family variabl'es added to the S1l1ll of sup-
port variables for non-family would represent, the total sum of support 
in t,erms of degrees irrespective of support source. Family Sum Sup-
port, Non-Family Sum Support and Total Sum of Support thus became 
three of the set of variables used in the research as independents. 
A detailed description in Tables 6 and 7 reveal which family'and non-
family persons were expected to give and actually gave support, as 
well as the percent of zeros, indicating the family or non-family per-
sons least relevant or resourceful for the students. 
In order to compute the number of support persons, the valid 
measures were again used for scoring. Counting these valid measures 
would give the total number of support persons reported by the students. 
The outcome of this analysis is three variables - Number of Family Sup-
port Persons, Number of Non-Family Support Persons and, Total, Number of 
Support Persons. These, along with the three previously, mentioned 
Ii 'I: [ 
11'1" 
: :;:: 
~' :;'1 , 
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support sum variables became the complete set of independent variables 
for this research. How these variables were measured is described 
below. 
Summing the valid measures of all family cells on the two sur-
veys yielded a numerial expression of the sum of family support ex-
pected (Survey I) and received (Survey II). The two sets of mean 
sums were then divided by the number of items (19) to find the item 
mean of -family· supp~rt·exp-eci:ed arid received for the students. Dicho-
tomizing var:lablesat the median di~ided the students into high/low 
- ~ ._.-
groups. These high/low gr~up; c;ns'tit';ted the bases for cross tabu-
lations to determin~a relationship b;i:ween expected and received sup-
port, whereN =44 cases. 
The same procedure was followed for the five other variables'. 
Summaries of the statistical analysis of the six variables according 
to means and standard deviations may be found in Tables 2 and 3. The 
cross tabluations-are discussed later in this chapter. 
Survey -I Pattern (Expected Support) 
Analysis of the support variables from Survey I reveals a mean 
of expected family suppo-rt -p·er item: of 6.68, whereas the non-family 
support item mean was 4.15. 
. ::i 
Family also had a higher mean for 'uwnher 
of support persons· expected to be supportive than non-family members, 
with figures· of 2.85 and· 1.84 respectively. The total item mean of fa-
mily and non-family expected support was 10.83 for the students. Since 





SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR SIX SUPPORT VARIABLES SHOWING SUPPORT 
SUM AND NUMBER OF SUPPORT PERSONS EXPECTED TO 
GIVE SUPPORT TO STUDENTS BY MEAN SUM ITEM MEAN 
STANDARD DEVIATION MEDIAN AND RANGE 
(N = 44) 
. (SURVEY 1) 
Variables Mean Item Standard Median 
Sum Meane Devia-
tion 
Family Support Sum 126.9a 6.68 56.12 134.0 
Number of Family 
54.1b Support Persons 2.85 26.88 53.0 
Non-Family Supppr~ Sum 78.9c 4.15 52.00 73.5 
Number of Non-Family 
Support Persons 35.1d 1.84 22.77 36.5 
Total Support Sum 205.7 10.83 91.06 205.5 
Total Number of Support 
Support Persons 89.2 .4.69 43.65 90.5 
(a) Sum of valid responses (possible range = 0-570) 
(b) Count of valid responses on 19 items across 10 support persons 
(possible range = 0-190) 
(c) Sum of valid responses on 19 items across 6 support persons 
(possible range = 0-342) 
(d) Count of valid responses on 19 items across 6 support persons 
(possible range = 0-114) 
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SUMMARY STl;TISTICS FOR SIX SUPPORT VARIABLES SHOOING SUPPORT 
SUM AND NUMBER OF SUPPORT PERSONS WHO ACTUALLY 
GAVE SUPPORT TO STUDENTS BY MEAN SUM ITEM MEAN 
STANDARD DEVIATION MEDIAN AND RANGE 
Variables 
Family Support Sum 




Number of Non-Family 
Support Persons 
Total Support Sum 
Total Number of 
Support Pe;rsons 



































(b) Count of valid responses on 19 items across 10 support persons 
(possible range = 0-190) 
(c) Sum of valid responses on 19 items across 6 support persons 
(possible range = 0-342) 
(d) Count of valid responses on 19 items across 6 support persons 
(possible range = 0-114) 














highest reading of both family and non-family support would yield a 
maximum of 40.00 per item. Therefore, the 10.83 item mean, 23 per-
cent of the maximum, indicates a low degree of expected support 'per 
item on the part of the students. Comparing the readings of exp'ec-
ted numbers of support persons reveals a greater reliance upon 
family.' Out of a 89.2 total number of support. persons for the students, 
54.1, 61 percent were family members. The expected family support .... 
also 61 percent (126.9/205.7). The statistics thus point to some kind 
of structure withfu the family as a social system encouraging studeJilts 
to seek supportiveness from it. In looking at the way in which students 
scored the survey,. they seemed to have expected a great amount of sup-
port from a few people. Whether these were the only persons available 
or these were the only persons expected to support is unclear from' t.he 
data generated. 
Survey II Pattern (Received Support) 
Performing the same sum analysis upon. Survey II yielded a great 
similarity in frequencies of responses between the two· surveys. Tab'le 
3 summarizes the data for received support and number of support per~ 
sons for the stud'ents group. Again, Survey II uncovers stronger fam:Hy 
influence over non-family. influence. Family support had an item mean 
of 6.56, and number of family support persons an item mean of 2.85. In 
contrast, non-family support had a 4.66 item mean and number of non-
family support persons 2.10. However, the item mean for received family 
support is slightly lower than students had expected, as reflected by 





family support persons item mean remained thE', same at 2.85, there was 
an increased item mean both of received non-family support (4.66) from 
the expected (4.15) and received non-family support persons, up to 2:.10 
from the Survey I's mean of 1.84. Therefore, non;-family shows an item 
mean which is :42 percent of 'total support received and constituted 43 
p'ercent of the total number of support persons. Item mean for re-
c'eived :family support wa.s . .l2 'less ethan expected. 
T - Test Analysis 
The set of independent variables were analyzed through the use 
of the T - Test to determine whether there was any significance to the 
differences which did occur between the two surveys. Of the two sets 
of variables, Number ,of Non-Family Support Persons expected and ex-
perienced was closest to statistical significance at the p = .m5 
level. Table 4 summarizes the T-values for the two surveys. 
Cross Tabulii:tiotls'-()f:Higlf!Lo'; 'Gr()UPS Between I and II 
The 'data was further 'il.lialyzed 'forrelationsbips between the sets 
of high/low groups. Thecrdss tabulations in Table 5 present the re-
lationships for each of the six variables between expected and received 
support. 'The :tableshows that those students who expected high, sup-
port received it and those who expected low support received low SUIfJ-
port. In other words, few students fell into the low/high or high/ 
low groups. The chi squares showed a significance for five variables 
below the P = .001 level, while Total Support Sum variable showed a 







,T-VALUES COMPARING THE SIX VARIABLES INDICATING 
EXPECTED AND 'RECEIVED SUPPORT BY MEANS, 
STANDARD DEVIATIONS, DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
(N = 44) 
-"1 
, 
Variables Means Standard T - Degrees of 
Deviations Values Freedom 
Family Support Sum - I 126.9 56.1 0.32 43 
Family Support Sum - II 124.7 62.8 
Non-Family Support 
Sum - I 78.9 52.0 -1.46 43 
Non-Family Support 
Sum - II 88.5 61.1 
Number of Family 
Support - I 54.1 26.88 -0.02 43 
Number of Family , ·i 
Support - II 54.1 27.3 ;1'1 
Number of Non-Family 
Support - I 35.1 22.8 -1.83* 43 
Number of Non-Family 
Support - II 40.0 28.1 
Sum - I 205.7 91.1 -0.68 43 
Sum - II 213.2 107.8 
Number. of Support - I 89.2 43.6 -0.94 43 




CROSS TABULATIONS OF DICHOTOMIZED SUMMED VARIABLES 
SURVEY I AND II, 
N = 44 
S1lpport Variables : Low/Low/ Low/High High/Lo';' ~igh/H:i:gh thi Squa'i~ 
" 
Family Support Sum .5 " Ii: :***11.00 17 5 i . 
Number of Family I I. 
Support 17 5 5 17 i***l1,OO: 
Non-Family Sup-
, , 




Family Sup- I 
port Persons 17 I.? 5 17 I ,***11.00 . 
Total Support Sum 16 6 6 16 1**7.36 
Total Number of 
Support Persons 17 5 5 17 ***11.00 
* P ,; .05 
,~* p ,; .01 
*** P ,; .001 
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suggests a realistic level of perception and degree of social coherence 
between the students, their families and non-faniily members. 
Closer examination of Table 5 shows that Family §upport and 
Number of "!amily S11pport tersdns had "the same number of students 
reporting at 77 percent accuracy. This is not to say" that they are 
the same subjects in both cases.· It is possible that the two g)'oups 
comprise different students. Out of 22 students· expecting high support 
and also 22 students expecting a high number of support"persons to be 
available, 17 or 77 percent happens to be the total percentage re-
porting. The cross tabulations for "Non-Family Support and ~umber ",f 
j'ton-Eamily Support llersons available showed that 18 students or 81 
percent were accurate in predicting what non-family'support they 
could expect to receive and get. Seventeen or 77 percent were accu-
rate in predicting the same for Number Qf Non-~,amily fuJ,pport fersons, 
providing a difference of four percent between the family and non-
family support variables. The cross tabulations for total sum of 
support and total number of support persons available showed that out 
of 22 subjects who expected high total family and non-family support, 
16 or 73 percent were accurate,whereas of the 22 students expecting 
a high total number of suport persons to be available showed 15 or 67 
percent accuracy. Even though. there were some differences, none seemed 
large enough to be. important. By and large, those who expected highest 






Description of Support Persons 
Another ana1ysis'performed examined the support persons listed 
on the survey forms. The amount of support for each individual support 
person was totaled. The totals were then divided by its appropriate 
N to find the amount of expected ,support from each potential support 
person. Table 6 summarizes the data from Survey I, presented in ranked 
order (high/low). The highest degree of support was expected from the' 
mothers 'with an item mean of 1.77 for students who reported some sup-
port. Historically, strong ties have existed between children and 
their mothers in black families •. : The Maternal mean from this study cor-
roborates this, stronger tie or 'dependence upon the mothers. The data 
also shows a greater amount of support per item expected from females 
of the families, mainly mothers and 'sisters. Since for the variables 
Grandparents and Uncles/Aunts, the genders are coupled together" the 
data for these variab1es.prevents us from distinguishing the appli-
cable degree of suppor,tfrom these family members. The fact 
that the :i,tem mean fot I'aterna1'Expected Support 'was. 77 does suggest 
that students had contact with fathers in order for them to have expec-
ted any support:at all. ' :There was no data generated to determine whe-
ther or not the father was in the home. However, the item mean above 
suggests that a number of fathers have contact, and this could pos-
s'ib1y mean that they expect to provide support of some type whether 
in the home or not. Overall, Table 6 reveals that the highest means 
were found for mother and some other close relatives of each stu-
dent, implying the existence of genuine supp:ortive bonds between 
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TABLE 6 
SUMMARY OF SUPPORT SUM EXPECTED BY ITEM MEAN 
MEAN SUM STANDARD DEVIATION N/PERCENT WITH ZERO SUPPORT 
















































































































(a) Average response per item = Sum Mean divided by 19 items 



























members of the immediate and extended family, although the data also 
show ties encompassing those outside the family. For instance, male 
intimate friends were expected to give substantial help, shown by an 
item mean of. 1.20. This finding may have resulted because of the 
Table 7 summarizes the data from. Survey II for received sup.port 
members. The Maternal variable reads an item mean of 1.71 for support 
sum, whereas the Paternal variable read an item mean of .68. Again,. 
actual support received froID. the mother. was higher than the father. 
In l6oki1)g and comparing the' I'Xpected ~ and: rel2eived support from both 
Tables 6 and 7, it can be seeIl that the support from mothers in 
both I and II remained about· the same, only slightly less than ex-
pected. Paternal s\lpport received was also less than expected. Both 
Siblings variables show higher items means for Survey II than the Pa-
ternal variable. Als'o, more' s;"pport' w;'s received from Mothers and 
-
Sisters than from Bro·thers and Fathers. An interesting discovery is 
that more support was given by College Friends as well as Male and 
Female Friends than had been expected. The difference in expected 
and received item means was .23 for College Friends, .09 for Male 
Intimate Friends, and .09 for Female Intimate Friends. 
There were a few support persons who gave some support, but still 
received a high percentage of zeros. Hu'sbands, Wives, Step and 
Foster parents, Co-workers and Others were among those with high 
I 
TABLE 7 
SUMMARY OF SUPPORT SUH ACTUALLY RECEIVED BY ITEH HEAN 
HEAN SUH STANDARD DEVIATION N/PERCENT WITH ZERO SUPPORT 
PRESENTED IN RANK ORDER (HIGH - LOW) 




percentages of zero (0) scoring. This particular occurrance suggests 
that such variables as Foster-Parents" Step-Parents, Husbands and 
Wives were probably not relevant for this sample graup. The few 
who dQ have these relatives, however, did report expected small 
amounts of support and received correspondingly low levels of support. 
Hypothesis Testing of Summed' High/Low Group Data 
I 
of COurses Passed in. the Spring 1980 semester. This-became the Aca-
demic Achievement or Performance variable. The Percentage of Courses 
Passed was arrived at by dividing the number of courses passed by the 
1., I 
number of courses taken. The number of courses was used because the 
number of credits carried by the students was. inconsistent. Initially, 
it was thought that the grade point average could be applied as the 
standard. However, there were so many inconsistenc.ies with GPA: 
(ll the grade point average is. based on:th" number of credits, and the 
number of credits varied widely; . (2) at· John Jay, there are no comj>u.-
table grades (A,B,C,D,F) given. for remedial. courses; instead P,R, or 
;,', 
W grades are given which are not computed in the grade point average; 
(3) the number of remedial courses taken.by the students varied, so, 
even the number of computab1e·grades fluctuated widely. Given the 
above; the decision to use the number of. courses passed divide<l by-' the 
number of courses taken seemed the. most feasible means of deriving the 




Table 8 .gives a picture of the number of courses taken as well 
as the, number of courses passed oy each. student. Since the beginning 
freshmen do not receive grades which generate a grade point average, 
the college' uses. the per~eni:age of courses passed to determine· a 
student's rate of progress. It seems from Table 8 that the majority 
of the subjects took four courses with the next highest group taking 
five. The courses taken for the subjects were computed by counting 
the number of remedial courses taken plus other courses after con-' 
sideration was given to remedial passed, failed and inc. and other 
passed, failed and inc .. ' The numoer of' courses passed were both 
remedial and other coursesadded.together. It' is interesting to note 
from Table SA, which shows an overall picture in percentages, that 
of the mean courses taken 4.14, and mean oourses passed 2.75, there 
is a percentage passed mean'of 66.48 and median 76.97. 
TABLE S 
NUMBE~ OF COURSES TAKEN AND PASSED BY THE SUBJECTS 
CN = 44) 
Numher of Courses Taken 
1 2 3 4 5 
Number of Courses Passed 0 1 5 1 
1 0 0 1 
2 1 6 1 
3 7 2 
4 14 4 
5 J. 














DEPENDENT VARIABLE-PERCENTAGE PASSED SHOWN 
BY MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION MEDIAN AND RANGE 
eN ",. 44} 




. .. . .. . ..... - . -- ---MeAn 'c'..- D.ev ia t ion' _.. . . Median 
Courses Taken 4.14 _ 0.63 4.13 
C.ourses Passed .. . 2.75 .1. 48 3.17 









S.ince the data. is ordinal rather than interval, it was. decided 
to use rank order tests. The Kruskal-Wallis One-Way Analysis of 
Variance test of significance was used to test the hypothesis of tbis 
research. This operation analyzed the dependent variable against the 
set of independent variables to arrive at the mean ranks and signifi~ 
cance of variances. The variables shown in the tables and discussed 
here are Family Support Sums, Non-Family Support Sums, Number of 
Family Support Persons, Number of. Non-Family Support Persons, Total 
Support·, and Total Number of Support. Persons. All of these variables 
are analyzed with the dependent variable - Percentage of Courses 
Passed. Tables 9.;. - II'! sunnnarize the data for these variables res-
pectively. The results imply that only the variable, Number of 
./ 
Family Supp~rt Persons, Table 11, demonstrated a trend toward 
significance. 
According to Table 11, the low/high group did. best with the 
high/high"'. group second. It can be inferred that students not' ex-
pecting support from a lot of persons and invariable receiving support 
from more, served as an incentive for' them to do well academically. 
The high/lO\~, and low/low groups showed mean ranks in the order hypo-
thesized, but the high/high group did not. Apparently the high/high 
group did not have too much disappointment since the mean rank shows 
that they did second best. averall, the results of this test suggest 
that the number of Family Support Persons. may have some affect on 
students' academic performance. Taking all of the tests as a whole, 
the research hypothesis was not supported. Chapter V will report a 





SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF FAMILY SUM GROUP: PERCENT PASSED 
N =.44 
Family Sum Group Iligh/Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number 5 17 5 
Mean Ranks 26.00 .. 12 1.53 20.40 
Chi, Square 0.67A Significance 0.879 
TABLE 10 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS O~~-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF NON-FAMILY· SUM GROUP: PERCENT PASSED 
. N :. 44 
Family Sum Group High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number 4 18 4 
Mean Ranks 28.75 21.56 24.50 













SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF ,NUMBER OF FAMILY SuPPORT PERSONS: 
PERCENT PASSED 
N = 44 
Family Sum Group High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number 5 17 5 





Chi Square 4.660 Significance 0.198 
TABLE '12 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS: OF 
VARIANCE OF NUMBER OF NON-FAMILY SuPPORT PERSONS: 
r' PERCENT PASSED 
N = 44 
Family Sum Group High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number 5 17 5 




'Chi Square 0.121 Significance 0.989 
I:. 
TABLE 13 
SUMMARY OF THE· KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF TOTAL SUM GROUP: PERCENT PASSED 
N = 44 
Family Sum Group High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number: (\ 16 6 
Mean Ranks 23.75 22.09 26.83 
Chi Square 1.097 Significance 0.778 
J , 
.TABLE 14 
SUMMARY OF THE. KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
- VARllll'!CE -OF TOTAL NUMBER OF SUPPORT PERSONS: 
PERCENT PASSED 
- N = 44 
Family Sum Group High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number 15 7 












of support. It was hoped that perhaps this would show if there Was 
anyone category of support as distinct from person, which might in~ 





RESULTS: DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF SURVEY ITEMS AND 
SUPPORT CATEGORIES WITH HYPOTHESIS AND 
RELIABILITY TESTING 
65 
Because the statistical treatment of high/low group data from 
I and II failed to demonstrate significant relationships between: 
expected and received support and academic achievement, additional 
analysis had to be performed, this time examining the individual 
support items and categories (emotional, informational, financial 
and social). The intention was to determine whether a particular 
item and/or category had stronger influence upon students than 
analysis of vatiable sum totals would reveal. Reliability tests 
were performed upon the categories to ascertain whether they would 
continue to prove reliable when tested separately, as opposed to tbe 
summed item analysis discussed in Chapter III. Lastly, the 
hypothesis of the study itself, that student cognizance of support-
iveness from those around them will have a positive influence upon 
academic achievement, was tested against the cross tabulations o·f 
data from the high/low groups of Surveys I and II. 
Analysis of Support Items 
from Surveys I and II 
Having determined from which persons students expected and 
received support, determining from which items and categories students 
66 
expeeted and received support beeame the next logieal avenue of 
, 
I 
analysis. Table 15 summarizes this data for Survey I in terms of 
means and standard deviation. Item 4 (Believe that I ean succeed in 
eollege) had the highest mean, 17.27. It eanbe inferred from this 
score that students perceived this supportive factor to be their 
strongest expectation from family and/or non-family members. Looking 
at the individual eategories,. it seems that the emotional eategory 
reeeived the highest ratings. To test whether there is a differ«11llce 
in influence of a· particular category and if the differenee is sig-' 
nificant, the items for each category were rank-tested using non-
parametrie one-way analysis of variance. The mean ranks were 7.71,. 
10.00, 15.50, and 8.00 for em6tional, informational, fina~cial and 
social supports respectively. The mean ranks again eorroborates 
that the emotional (7.71) and social (8.00) categories seem Ito be 
the most influential ones for these 'students. Using the Kruskal-
Wallis formula for assessing the sign5.ficanee of these difference$'~ 
it was revealed that there was signifiance at the p = .20 level 
which means· that we reject the notion of there being a significanee 
in the difference between mean ranks for eaeh eategory. 
When the data of Survey II was tabulated by item/eategory, the 
importanee of the emotional and soeial supports was substantiated 
(See Table .]6J. Item 4 again had the highest mean (18. 07). Item 3 
(Expressed positive feelings to others about my attending eollege) 
was second (16.07) and item 17 (Treated me like an adult) third 
(15.80). Consequently, it seemed to suggest that in these intangible 
eategories of emotional and social support, students received the 
TABLE 15 
SUMMARY OF ITEMS BY CATEGORY FOR EXPECTED 
SUPPORT (SURVEY .IJ : 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
ClI ~ 44) 
Emotional Category 
1. Provide space for study 
2. Give less household chores to me 
3; Express_positive feelings to others 
about my attending college 
4 •. -:Be"lieve' that '1' 'can succeed in college 
-" 5. _~ Pt:!:de;-stand my need to study more, 
now that I'm tn college 
6. Understand ~ need for Someone to 
listen when I'm depressed 
7; - Kelp' ~e tc; gain self" confidence 
. Informational Category 
8, Give information to me about college 
life 
9. The chance for me to talk over What 
happens at college on a daily basis 
10.- Help me decide on career- goals 
. 11. Help. me with my c9u:r~e work 
12. Provide me with material. to stimulate 
and enhance my knowledge~ 
Financial Category 
13. - MOney for me to pay for clothing, 
carfare, lunch 
14. -Al1oW'me to' use my financiB:1 aid 
only for my education 
r' 
15. Allow me to be unemp loyed while 
in college 
16. Prepare meals at" home- for me 
, Social Category 
17. Treat me like an adult 
18. Allow me to bring my friends home 
for group study 
19. Understand my needs for more 



















































most assistance. Again the areas where most assistance is expected 
seems to be the areas where' students received high assistance. The 
rank-t'est was performed just as with Survey I. The mean ranks were 
6.57, 11. SO, IS,. 00 and S.33 for emotional, infonnational, financial 
and social supports respectively. Just as was found in Survey I 
analysis, the emotional (6.572 and social areas (8.33) received mean 
ranks suggesting more influence from those two categories. Using the 
Krusks1-Wa1lis test showed a significance at the p = .10 level" which 
means that just as was done for Survey I, the notion of a significant 
difference in influence for anyone category can be rejected, even 
though there may be individual items under categ.ories which received 
high means. 
Detailed analysis of individual categories is presented in the 
following pages. Here, however, several tentative deductions can be 
derived based upon the high degree of correlations between Survey I 
and II responses (6S%). Students in the sample group have demon-
strated a significant level of perceptiveness about the tenor or 
quality of ,their re1a'tionships with those close to them. Implicit 
in this is the observation that these students live in an environment 
whose emotional and social resources seem richer than - and possibly 
compensatory for - the informational and financial ones. 
Although thirteen items received higher mean scores on II, for 
only three items - 1 (Provided space for study), 9 (The chance for 
me to talk over what happened at college on a dai,ly basis), and 13 
(Money for me to pay for clothing, carfare, lunch) - does there 
exist any large numerical differences. These instances of even 
- . .:: . 
I 
TABLE 16 
SUMMARY OF ITEMS BY CATEGORY FOR RECEIVED 
SUPPORT (SURVEY II): 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
(N • 44) 
Emotional Category 
1. Provided space for study 
2. Gava less household chores to me 
3 •. Expressed positive feelings to others 
about my atte~ding_college 
4. Believed that I could succeed in college 
S. Understood my need to study more, now 
~at I'm in college 
6. Understood my need for someone to 
listen when .1 was depressed 
7. Helped me to gain self confidence 
Informational Category 
8. Gave information to me about college life 
9,. The chance for me to talk 'over what 
happened at college on a daily basis 
10. Helped me decide on career goals 
11. Helped me with my course work 
12. Provided me with material to stimulate 
'. ~nd enhai;ce niy .knqwle~g~ ._ . 
'Financial' Categorv . 
13. Money for me to pay for clothing, 
carfare, lunch 
14. Allowed me to use my financial aid 
only for my education 
. I. -15. : Allowed. me to --be unemployed while 
in college 
16~ Prepared meals at home for me 
Sodal Category 
17. Treated me like an adult 
18. Allowed me to bring my friends 
home for group study 
19. Understood my needs fo~ more involve-





















































greater than expe~ted supportiveness on the part.s of support persons 
bespeaks the strength. and coherency of the bonds uniting the students 
with those around them. In fact, of those items with lower mean 
scores on II (5, 7,.11, 14, 15 and 17), only item 11 (Helped me w:i:t:h 
my course work) demonstrated any large numerical difference. But even 
here the most plausible explanation would be student mispercep·tiol'Ls 
about the nature of college work rather than a lack of supportiveness. 
The four support categories will now be discussed individually. 
Emotional Support· 
The items relating to emotional support are: 
1. Provide space for me to study. 
2. Give less household chores to me. 
3. Express positive feelings to others about me att;'nding 
college. 
4. Believe that I can succeed in college. 
5. Understand my need to study more,. now that I'm 
in college. 
6. Understand my need for someone to listen when 
I'm depressed. 
7. Help me to gain self-confidence. 
Re~iability analysis was performed upon the familY and non-family 
responses for the emotional category for both Surveys eN = 44). There 
were total responses of 70 for family and 42 for non-family from each 
survey, the products of the number of items in the support catego·ry 
t' 
and the number of support persons. The alphas for family and non-
family responses on I were .• 87 and .92 respectively. The alpha. for 
total emotional sum was .92. Readings from II were .89 and • '15 for 
".'1 
71 
family and non-family and .94 for total sum. These alpha ratings 
indicate the items in the emotional category were a reliable measure 
of supportiveness. 
Table l'A summarizes the averaged degrees of support and numbers 
of support persons for this category from Survey I. The analysis 
reveals a gre'ater influence for family than non-family members, with 
mean readings of 2.57 and 2 .16 respecti~e1y, a difference of .24. 
However, since 3.00 represented the maximum possible score, these 
ratings a_re' ' indicative of a high level of expected supportiveness, 
from both .groups. of.l>.eople. 
Table, HI summarizes the same types of data from Survey II. The 
received :emotional support. cotJroborates student expectations from 
family and non-family members. The slightly lower average degree of 
support is statistically negligible. However, the higher number of 
support persons on II (39.02) from the expected (36.36) would imply 
a slightly broader circle of encouragement than even the students 
themselves had previously realized. 
When the data from the two Surveys for emotional support were 
cross tabulated, it was d'iscovered that those students who expected 
high support received it and those who expected low support corres-
pondingly received low' support. Although this apparent relationship 
turned up f.or each of the six support variables, when chi squares 
were performed'upon the support averages, there was no significance. 




EXPECTED EMOTIONAL SUPPORT (SURVEY I): 
AVERAGE DEGREE OF SUPPORT AND AVERAGE NUMBER OF 
SUPPORT PERSONS PER STUDENT: 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
(N = 44) 
Family 
Support Average-
Number of Support Persons 
Non-Family 
Support Average 
Number of Support Persons 
Total 
Emotional Support Average 












RECEIVED EMOTIONAL SUPPORT (SURVEY II): 
AVERAGE DEGREE OF SUPPORT AND AVERAGE NUMBER 
OF SUPPORT PERSONS PER STUDENT: 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
Support=Average c' 
NUmber: of:: SuppprtcPersons: 
Non .. FamilY' 
Siipport =Average' 
NUmber ,'of 'Support :Persons' 
Total., 
Emotional ,Support ',Average: 
















CROSSTABULATION OF DICHOTOMIZED SUMMED. AND 
AVERAGED VARIABLES UNDER EMOTIONAL SUPPORT 
. (Surveys I and II) 
(N = 44) 
Support Low/ Low/ High/ High/ 
Variables Low High Low . High Chi-Square 
Family Support 
***15.36 Sum 18 4 4 18 
Number of Family· 
***11.00 Support Persons 17 5 5 17 
Non-Family 
Support Sum 19 3 3 19 ***20.45 
Number of Non-
Family Support 
***20.45 Persons 19 3 3 19 
Total Support 
Sum ;L8 4 4 18 ***15.36 
Total Number· 
of Support 
Persons 16 6 6 16 ** 7.36 
Family Support 
Average 12 10 10 12 .091 
Non-Family 
Support Average 14 8 8 14 2.27 
Total Emotional 
Support Average 14 8 8 14 2.27 

























Items under the informational category are: 
8. Give information to me about college life. 
9. The chance for me to talk over what happens at 
college on a daily oasis., 
10.' Help me decide on career goals. 
11..Relp ,me ",itlLmy cours", yorlc. 
12., Provide me with material to stimulate and 
, . 
enhance my knowledge. 
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Reliability:ana1ysis was performed for the Survey I informational 
. -
- -
category. The alphas for family and non-family responses were .84 
and .89: respective1y~' The reliability for the total support sum 
showed' an' alpha of .89, the number of responses totaling tiO, with 
an N =44 cases. 
Survey II alphas for family and non-family responses were .86 
and .92 respectively. The reliability alpha for total support sum 
was .92, the number of responses totaled 80, N = 44 cases. 
When the Informational Sum Averages were computed for family 
and non-family members for the two' surveys more moderate mean ratings 
were uncovered. Table 20 summarizes the data for Survey 1. Mean 
scorings of 2.19 and 2.01 for family and non~family respectiVely, 
wlere recorded'.::-, For :rc, Table:: 21 they were 1'.99 and 2.06.' The 0.20 
difference between expected and received informational support from 
family members, in light of, the findings from the other categories, 
would most probably reflect the novelty of the college situation 
rather than intentional reduction of family supportiveness. The 






EXPECTED INFORMATION SUPPORT (SURVEY I): 
AVERAGE DEGREE OF SUPPORT AND NUMBER 
OF SUPPORT PERSONS PER STUDENT: 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
eN = 44) 
Means 
Family 
Support Average 2.19 
Number of Support Persons n.so 
Non-Family 
Support Average 2.01 
Number of Support Persons 9.96 
Total 
Information Support Average 2.16 














RECEIVED INFORMATIONAL SUPPORT (SURVEY II):, 
AVERAGE DEGREE OF SUPPORT AND NUMBER 
OF SUPPORT PERSONS PER STUDENT: 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
(N = 44) 
Family 
Support Average:' 






Support. Average_ ... - .... ~ ... - ........ - .. .. 2.06 
11. 82 Number of Support Persons 
Total 
Informational Support Average 












received from non-family members further substantiates the supposition. 
The 0.05 difference between non-family members variables at I and II 
is numerically small. 
When cross tabulations of the six support variables were performed 
for informational support according to high/low groups the same notion 





emotional support manifested themselves for each variable. (See 
Table 21) But, again, significance did not appear once chi-squares 
were p.erformed upon the averages. 
Financial Support 
The items which fell into financial support category are: 
13. Money for me to pay for clothing, lunch, carfare. 
14. Allow me to use my financial aid only for my 
education. 
15. Allow me to be unemployed while in college. 
16. Prepare meals at home for me. 
Reliability testing of financial support on Survey I yielded 
alphas of .76 and .84 for family and non-family responses respectively, 
with a total of 69 responses and N = 44 cases. Total financial 
support sum alpha was .86. For Survey II, the alphas were .87 and 
.91 (family and non-family) and .93 (Total), with 64 responses and 
N = 44 cases. These alphas are sufficiently high for these variables. 
Following the same statistical analysis as de.scribed above 
yielded data continuing the pattern of family providing greater 
categorical support than non-family members. The nature of this 
category, financial, made the results predictable, qualitatively, if 
not quantitatively. Like informational support the mean averages 
for financial support were only moderate, both in expectation and 
reception. The disadvantaged status of the students would explain 
these results. It can further be extrapolated from the more modest 
mean scores for the informational and financial categories that these 
are the two areas disadvantaged black students require the greatest 
TABLE 22 
CROSSTABULATION OF DICHOTOMIZED SUMMED AND 
AVERAGED VARIABLES UNDER INFORMATIONAL SUPPORT 























**p ,; .01 
***p ,; .001 
eN = 44) 
Low/ Low/ High/ High/ 
Low High Low High Chi Square 
16 6 ·6 - 16 ** 7.36 
.17 5 . :5 17 ***11.00 
18 4 4 1tl ***15.36 
.~ , . 
19 3 3 19 ***20.45 
18 4 4 18 . ***15.36 
18 4 4 18 ***15.36 
14 2.273 
13 9 9 13 .818 













degree of additional supportiveness from resources outside their sub-
cultural environments. The data from Surveys I and II are sUlllIIlarized 
in Ta1;>les 23 and 2.4 respectively. Here it shows that significance of 
relationships were at the p = • 001 level for first two variables, no 
significance for next two, p = • as for the fifth variable and p = • 01 
for the sixth variable. Table 25 summarizes the crosstabulated data 
between I and II. Once again, the chi squares showed no apparent 
significance. 
Social Support 
The items under social support are: 
17. Treat me like an adult. 
18. Allow me to bring my friends home for group study. 
19. Understand my needs for more involvement with 
college peers than family. 
Reliabilities for the family and non-family responses from 
Survey I show alphas of .83 and .82 respectively. The reliability 
alpha for total social support responses is .88, the total number 
of responseB being 48, based on N = 44 cases. Survey II data show 
alphas of .80 and .84 for family and non-family responses. The 
alpha for total sum of responses was .88, based on 48 responses and 
N = 44 cases. 
The findings, then, of the reliability tests demonstrate, that 
when analyzed by category, the items continue to be a reliable measure. 
The individual alphas compare favorably with the overall alphas of .97 
and .98 for Surveys I and II respectively. 
i 
TABLE 23 
EXPECTED FINANCIAL SUPPORT (SURVEY I): 
AVERAGE DEGREE OF SUPPORT AND NUMBER OF 
SUPPORT PERSONS' PER STUDENT: 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
(N = 44) 
- ; . 
Means, 
Family" -_. ---
Suppatt Average' -. , , 2.20 
Number of Support Persons 9.80 
, -
, , 
" - . ,- '- . 
Non-Family: , '.'--' ,-
Support-Average: 1.57 
Number of Support Persons 5.11 
Total 
Financial Support Average 2.19 
- -













RECEIVED FINANCIAL SUPPORT (SURVEY II): 
AVERAGE DEGREE OF SUPPORT AND NDMB.ER OF 
SUPPORT PERSONS PER STUDENT: 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
(N Q 44} 
Means 
Family 
Support Average 2.26 
Number of Support Persons 9.93 
Non-Family 
Support Average 1.58 
Number of Support Persons 5.50 
Total 
Financial Support Average 2.18 













CROSSTABULATION OF DICHOTOMIZED SUMMED AND 
AVERAGED VARIABLES UNDER FINANCIAL SUPPORT 
(Surveys I and II) 
eN = 44) 
Support Low/ Low/ High/ 
Variables·'" .. ~., .. '··Low'~· High "'~'Low 
High/ 
". High Chi Squar",' 
Family Support 
Sum· . -'~'-'---~ ---.1;7-'---5-- ---5--- .' Ii ***11.000 








Persons 14 . 
Total Support Sum 15 
Support. P",rsons. - 16 
. - . 
Family·' Support·' . - - - - - --
5 5 17 
9 9 13 
8 8 
7 7 15 
6 6. 16 
Average-· .- .... ----- --:I;4----·-·--8-·---a-·-·-· c 14 
Non-Family 
Support Average 13 9. 9 l3 
Total Financial 
Average 12 10 10 12 






























Tables 26and 27 summarize the data for the social support 
category. With mean total averages of 2.44 and 2.39 for Surveys I and 
II respectively, a moderately high~ degree of support can be seen in 
this area. Differences in the figures are again negligible. The 
crosstabulations (Table 2li) ~performed on the high/low groups between 
the two surveys did reveal a slight trend toward significant relation-
ships in four of the first six variables, and two of the average 
variables -~ Non-Family Support Average and Total Sum Support Averages 
show significance-at the p = .05 leveL 
An explanation for the inconsistencies that show up in the chi 
square of Tables 19,22, 25 and 28 was not provided by the statistical 
analysis of this study. It would seem that if there is significance 
in the relationships of the six variables, their averages would also 
show significance. But that doesn't seem to be consistently true. 
For example, (1) Tables 19 and 22 show significance for all six 
variables but no significance for any of the average variables; (2) 
Table 25 shows a combination of significance and non-significance for 
the first six variables, and non significance for the average variables 
and (3) Table 28 shows a combination of significance, nonsignificance 
for the first six variables and significance for two of the three 
average variables. 
It could be conjectured that in the cases where there is con-
sistency, the understanding of support which was expected and received 
was realistic so that no discrepancies would occur. The opposite is 
true where there exist inconsistencies. Also perhaps the ambiguities 
alluded to earlier in the study might have caused these discrepancies. 
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EXPECTED SOCIAL SUPPORT (SURVEY I): AVERAGE DEGREE OF 
SUPPORT AND NUMBER OF SUPPORT PERSONS FER STUDENT: 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
eN = 44) 
- .• .. " 
. --- -'-' ~,------
Family 
-.; - . "-
Support Average 
Number of Support Persons ': ' 
,Non-Family 
Support Average 
," Number' of "Support Pe'rs6ns 
Total, 
Social Support Average 


















RECEIVED SOCIAL SUPPORT CSURVEY II): AVERAGE DEGREE OF 
SUPPORT' AND Nl)MJ3ER OF SUPPORT PERSONS PER STUDENT: 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 




Support Average 2.45 .50 
Number of Support Persons 8.96 4.66 
Non-Family 
Support Average 2.14 .92 
Number of Support Persons 6.57 4.44 
Total 
Social Support Average 2.39 .48 
Number of Support Persons 15.52 7.74 
TABLE '28 
CROSSTABULATIONS OF DICliOTOMIZED SUMMED AND 
AVERAGED VARIABLES UNDER SOCIAL SUPPORT 
(Surveys I and II)' 
(N = 44) 
Support Low!' Lowr Kigh/" 'Highl 
Variables Low High Low High Chi Square 
FamUy ._ ... , _.- ----- -
:Support Sum 16 6 6 16 **7.364 
._-
Number ·:of .. 
Famiiy_: 
. -
"- ~ .- ., .=: 
Support 16 6 6 ,16 **7.364 
_NQn~l!:'MIl_iJy 
-8ui>I>ort -sum 14 8 8 14 '2.273 
-
0 : ': -.' .. . -;: ::.:. ~: ~ 
Number_,of; ;Non,., 
Family Support 
**7.364 Persons 16 6 6 16 
- . 
Total Support 
Sum -:14· E 8 .1.4 • 2.273 
Total Number 
of Support 
.PersoIls- ""- ·-----15""------r-----r---- -- 15 -*4.455 
Family Support 
Average 13 9 9 13 .818 
Non-Family 
Support 
Average '15 7 7 15 *4.455 
Total Social 
Support 
Average 15 7 7 15 *4.455 
*P ,; .05 
**p ,; .01 














Unfortunately these statements can't be subs.tantiated by the statistical 
analysis of this study. 
Hypothesis Testing 
When the results of the first sets of Kruskal-Wallis tests for 
significance failed to reveal significant relationships between 
support and academic performance, it was assumed that the use of 
group sum data might be at fault. Therefore, Kruskal-Wallis analyses 
were performed upon each of the four categories using both sums and. 
averages (Tables 29 - 32 are shown and discussed in this chapter, 
see Appendix D for others). The results were examined to validate 
the following null hypothesis: 
There. is no significant relationship between the 
degree of expected and received support and the 
academic achievement of disadvantaged black students. 
Any apparent relationship can be accounted for by 
chance. 
Although apparent trends manifested themselves in several 
instances - Number of Family Support Persons and Average Non-Family 
Support for the Informational Category, Non-Family Support and Number 
of Non-Family Support Persons for the Financial Category - overall, 
the null hypothesis was supported. 
Let us view those tables which showed some trend toward sig-
nificance. A close look might give some further clarification of the 
findings. As can be seen by Table 29, those students who had. expected 
low numbers of family support persons for informational support and 




SIlMMARY OF THEKRUSKAL,..WALLI.S .. ONE-WAY ANALYSIS 
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'.,SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF NON-FAMILY INFORMATION SUPPORT AVERAGE: 
PERCENT PASSED 
Non-FamilY'Infor-
mational Support High/ Low/ Low/ High/ 
Average '. 'Low Low H!Lgh High 
Number - .9 .. '. _ 13 9· :13 .. 
-
Mean Ranks 14.72 21.27 21.11 30.08 





SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF NON-FAMILY FINANCIAL SUPPORT SUM: 
PERCENT PASSED 
(N ~ 44) 
Non-Family 
Financial Highl Lowl Low/ 
Support Sum Low Low High 
Number 9 13 9 
Mean Ranks 29.28 25.81 19.06 
Chi Square 6.907 Significance 0.075 
TABLE 32 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF NUMBER OF NON-FAMILY FINANCIAL 
SUPPORT PERSONS: PERCENT PASSED 








High expectants' receiving high support did second best while the high, 
expectants who received low' support did worse than all. It could be 
inferred that the low expectants receiving high support were 
high supp~rt but receiving low' numbers of family support persons 
giving'ihformationaI'suiJ):lOr-f"woiii,Ccause 'the students to perform 
-j ~"3 poo;:i;~:,. The implication :j:s. t:hat the"mqre persons the more information 
disseiiifii,rte(rto--E;tudents';-:-"The-Tewei-per~onS the less inforfuat:l.on 
.... 
. -- - --
being shared. Lack of enough pertinent information might result in 
poor academic performance. 
Table 30 shows a reversal in that those expecting high amounts 
of non-family ,information support on an average and receiving low 
amounts did .. better .than,"',those exp,ecting and receiving high. 
Tables 31 and 32 show that under the Financial Category, Amount 
of Non:-Family' Support and Number· of. Non-Family Support Persons are 
the two tests which support the research hypothesis. The fact that 
these show,the ,oniy full. support for the hypothesis suggests that 
these might have been chance happenings; Overall the table's for all 
tests .show inconsistencies i)1 the groups' performances and only two 
te~1:s_~~-,,_~:.for.:.~~_':.tea.) .:,,:,!,ports .th<=.rese_arch hypothesis although 
all tables discussed" showed some trend toward significance. 
The failure of the research to substantiate the original 
hypothesis'of the importance of supportiveness from family and close 
associates for academic performance implies that there are other 
factors which might be considered to have influence. It could be 








college itself that suclL factors must be souglLt. l Emotional, infor-
mational, financial and social supports are probably no more or less 
important for disadvantaged black students than for other students. 
The findings do imply a high degree of supportiveness within the 
sUbcultural environment, especially on the part of the family. There 
appears to be a mutuality of understanding making possible - at least 
initially - those adjustments necessitiated by the young persons' 
assumption of the new role of college student. Mothers, especially, 
seem happy to have a college student in the family, giving her a 
sense of pride she had not previously believed would be hers. Tbe 
burdens and strains placed upon the family by the new needs of the 
student are therefore cushioned at first. Not until the second or 
third semesters do tlLey become manifest. The reason for this may 
lie in the meaning education has for the deprived. Riessman maintains 
that unlike traditional students and their families, for the dis-
advantaged "there is practically no interest in knowledge for its 
own sake ...• The average deprived person is interested in education in 
terms of how useful and practical it can be to him.,,2 
The implication of this utilitarian approach would be that 
regardless of supportiveness from others, disadvantaged students 
will not perform well academically if they cannot perceive the practical 
applications of the subjects they take. Taking the inference further, 
lDiatra Jones, HTbe Relationship of Role-Specific Significant 
Others to the Attrition of First-Year College Freshmen," 
Dissertation, June, 1980. 
2Frank Riessman, The Culturally Deprived Child ,(New York: 









this view of education is shared by the students' families and sub-
cultural environment which therefore work to reinforce student. 
demand for "bread and butter relevance." It is apparent, then, that 
the faculty and support staff of colleges would be the mostlilcely 





CONCLUSIONS, SIGNIFICANCES, IMPLICATIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS· FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Conclusions 
The aim of the present study had been to uncover significant 
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relationships between the amount of supportiveness from family and 
non-family members and the academic achievement of urban black dis-
advantaged college students. -The hypothesis, that students who expected 
and received high levels of support would perform better academically 
than those who expected high support, but received low amounts instead, 
was tested. The null hypothesis, that no significant.academic distinc-
tions between the two groups based upon the factors of expected and 
received support would be manifest, was also examined. 
The sample of students used in this research, although small 
(N=44) was d·eemed adequate for its purposes. They represented a non-
traditional segment of the college freshman population. Scholastically, 
their median 70.6 high school average is well below the 80 average 
traditionally accepted for entrance into City University senior colleges. 
Almost all of these students were thus carrying at least four remedial 
courses during their first semester, the period of thne covered by the 
study. Economically, the families varied in status, but all were at or 




all first generation college students whose parental· educational levels 
were below college level. The s·tudents were, howevel;, rel'resentative 
of the .Jol;m Jay population distribution from the five boroughs of the 
City. 
The data generated from the two surveys was initially analyzed 
according to Group S\nns, Number of Family and Non-Family Support 
Persons, and Total Sums. Results-:of' this analysis indicated the 
extended f,~ilY' Il:r.ovi~e.d, th:e ,hf,ghest,.degree .of support for "these 
s.tudent.s. ,.-Support. ",-as .. iound . to '.be .;greates:t in the emotional and social 
,- - ---=-----,_. ."-. ,-.- ~. . - -.; --: 
cf't"gor:!:.e.s,,,,-her,,:aB,.t,hed~rees .of ,informational and financial support 
were s.omewhat;-lowel; .,._ .. The ... disadvantaged s,tatus of the .stud.ents made . 
. ... ----'C. -- ".' . 
this .ou.t,come I're.dJcta~le, .. .Howev.ex.,. what did become notable was the 
"._- - .-;::--- -".'--- - ..... -.' .. - .... -
extensiveness. of the cem.otional ands,~cial SUPP0l;tS. FOl; example. 
when the four categories were analyzed, the two items which l;evealed 
higher suppar.t crating;sjO.or:",on-,f3Jll:ilY 1I\embers, although undel; the 
informational and financial headlines, had implicit emotional and' 
social .ovel;tonesto them . (ChaptElr .V) ... 
Corollary to types of support was the finding that mothers were 
the. highest rated of sup-port persons. This would appear to lend. 
credence to Riess.man'.s. ·c.ontention that because mothers in disadvantaged 
families have usually a~tained' a higher .level of education. than fathers, 
it would ·be their .influence ,that would be greatest upon their children's 
education. .Bayer re.port.s,. based on a study of all black and non-black 
entering all U. S. institutions in'. 1971, that "one-half (51%) of the 






(40%) of the black students' mothers ... had not com.pleted high school. ,,1 
While there may be· various reasons for this particular difference in 
educational attainment, the point is that the parent with the highest 
educational status seems to be the parent most influential in the 
children's educational plans. 
When cross tabulations were performed upon the group sums to 
reveal significant ·relationships between expected and received support, 
there proved to 'be few instances of students. niisperceiving the types 
and sources of support. In general, those who expected high degrees 
of support received them, and those with low expectations had them 
confirmed as well. Such findings demonstrate a solidarity and under-
standing among family members worthy of additional. comment because this 
was one of two of this study';s major findings. 
As B.ell and ·Vogel have pointed out (Chapter II). family functions 
are basically the same for all families. Significant differences lie 
in the ways in which functions are carried out. The pooling of resources 
by the members of the extended family for the support of college students 
(Chapter II) .would be an example of a functional variance, one which 
indicates the presence of. a bond of understanding and a measure of family 
lAlan E. Bayer, The Black College Freshman: Characteristics and 
Recent Trends, Vol. 7, No.5 (Office of Research: American Council 
on Reducation, 1972), p. 12. 
r 
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strength. Billingsley; Stack and Samuel, Martin and. Martin, 1 in their 
discussions'of specific functions and structures of black families, 
agree upon the existence of this solidarity among extended family 
members and upon the interdependence within'the family of roles and 
functions. In fact, the structure of the extended .family itself would 
account for the strength they·, along wi.th other researchers, perceive 
that the manner in which functions and roles assumed,is unique to the 
-system 6f ~alue~: of the disadvan t~ged black family, A~d ,both r'cl'1es and 
functions are tinder stood by' all': those who compr:i.se "the dorriest:i.c network." 
';mutual:~id,jy~t~,ij 'ifam:t1y homeeba~e," etc. 2 · 
The network' or family home: base works differen.tly in urban than 
rur~l- areas;' Both-areas-' l"i"e condit:i.~ns operat:i.ng which affect the 
shape of the networks or home base: For -instance, wen the literature 
discusses "family home .base," it more appropriately .::an be applied to 
. housing and-living-ccmditions more- conducive to rural. neighborhoods., 
not urban ones. The physical circumstances'of urban bousing (small 
.extended family bonds. Because of this, the depth and range of emotional 
ties necessary for the making of sacrifices which mdghtbe called for 
lAhdr~w Billihg~lh~,Black -FamiUes-in White America (New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall,. Inc .• ' 1'16:8), pp. - 3-215; Carol Stack and Herbe;rt Semmel, 
"The C~ncept of Family' hethe Poor Black Community,." Studies in Publ:i.c 
Welfare, Paper 1112 (Part II). (Washington, D.C.: 1Ir.s. Government 
Printing Office, 1973), pp. 275-305; Elmer P. Martin and Joanne M. 
Martin, The Black Extended: Family {Chicago: Chieago University Press, 
1978), pp. 1-114, 







when providing supportiveness may be significantly less for the urban 
black disadvantaged college student. 
S'eoond, the quality of urban poverty differs from its rural 
counterpart. Costs of living and lack of jobs pose greater hardships 
in the city. Not only is welfare rampant, but there also arises a kind 
of selfishness resulting from having "'too few resources.'" Families 
become resentful of children who decide to attend college rather than 
seek employment in order to relieve the family's economic burdens. 
Because rural fam'ilies usually live in larger quarters, households can 
be shared and much food can be horne grown., The sharing of ~ood in 
abundance even when bills are left unpaid contrasts with, urban 
,realities where often money is unavailable for either the payment of 
bills or adequate nutrition. 
A third factor would be that greater variety of jobs and experi-
ences open to urban 'young encourages them to imagine a broader range 
of possible avenues for self-advancement than would seem apparent to 
rural young. The temptation for urban young, then, to view education 
as an opportunity secondary in importance to a job earning a sizable, 
salary is also greater. Historically speaking for the ruzalpoor, 
education has always been primary for upward mobility. 
Certainly, regardless of residential location, resources for 
disadvantaged blacks never seem enough for them to "make it" on their 
own. Non-Family support is essential for the survival of the black 
family. One can only conclude, then, that the existence nf extra-
family supportive relationships for urban residents is even more 
important. Established institutions, 1. e., welfare, and other 
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agencies outs.ide of families, are. very .necessary for urhan dis.advantaged 
blacks in moving toward education as an avenue for upward mobility~ 
and shows. that a need for an even greater strength. of purpose and 
degrees of supportiveness must have been drawn upon by the, students 
in the sample study in their quests, for upward mobility through higher 
education: 
Rather than presenting a paradox, . in light of the, family's overall 
qigher,_supporCratjng'''ot,h,,-s, ppen0p'~noncexpresses one of the w~ys in 
""-.- _._.;", . - - .. ,'-- , ......... - ~'--' 
w1licb, ,the, disadvantage,d ,black ,faIllily i,unctions. In their study of 
.- -.,- . .-:" -. :- .... -:; -- -
family: structure ,amqng ,the poor" Stack, ,and' Se~el.8tate that "the 
.. ,' "";' , 
universal ftlnctions, qf ,family li{", can q.e,- and are provided by .other 
s,oci,,:l cU,nits."-l ,cHQt,h",r:''olJ,it",'' . "ou:j.4 ,refer ,to tho.se non-family members 
drawn. in,to the family'$ ,",domestic network." Children in disadvantaged 
. , , 
families are thus socialized to expect help from persons other tha~ 
blood, kin., ..This,netw,Ol;k ,of interdependency .is understood by the family 
. ',... I . ~ ... _ _. '._ . 
and Ilon-familY,mernbers who. compose this larger social unit, a "mutual 
aid ,system." The sur:viva,I .value. of such a relationship cannot be 
underestirnat,ed, for as Stack and Semmel further remark, "poor families 
have virtually no financial reserves ':to meet emergencies ... 2. No' wonder 
then that disadvantaged black students would reach out beyond the 
" - - - -... :; .:: ", ,. .' - . 
family f.or'leeded, gupportwhen confronting the novel challenges ,of 
college ,life. ,It wqulci __ ap'pear'. that these are the areas requiring greater 
Dolstering", A ,r,ecent a"ticle in the ,New York Times supports this notion. 3 
lStack an:d Semmel, 'op.cit., p.275. 
2Ibid ., p. 275. 
3Nathaniel Sheppard" Jr . .- "Three Generations in the Poverty Trap," 








One ef the peints made in the article hy a secielegist, Dr. Chestang, 
was that in a study cenducted by him with twenty preminent families 
who. had eriginally come from pDverty backgreunds,the element providing 
the necessary impetus to reach bheir present status came from eutside 
suppert. 
What is heing descrihed here, then, is the presence ef a sub-. 
culture, as many other researchers have so identified, as operating 
ameng the disadvantaged whether urhan or rural. This SUhculture is 
new heing used to suppert disadvantaged students in their attempt .to 
gain a college educatien. And as one ef this study's majer findings 
indicate, the family and students are apparently in tune with what 
supperfs ceuld be expected and received from family and non-family 
members. 
The secend majer finding is that supports frem family and non-
family did not influence students' academic perfermance. How the 
existence ef subculture supports weuld affect the dependent variable 
Percentage ef Ceurses Passed - was tested by the applicatien of the 
Kruskal-Wallis One-Way Analysis af Variance. Since group sum analysis 
did nat validate the study's hypathesis, the .same series Df analyses 
were applied to. the faur suppart categaries. The item analysis can-
firmed the primacy of the ematianal and social support previously 
manifested. Likewise, the new crass tahulations suhstantiated. student 
ability to. predict suppart. When Kruskal-Wallis tests of significance 
were perfermed, trends toward signifioance did appear fer certain 
variables - Number of Family Informational Support Persons, Non-Family 





Persons and Non-.Family- Financial Support Sum. ,This trend would suggest 
some relationships, between these four variables and student academic 
achievement. The research hypothesis, was' still not supported, This 
finding seems to suggest that although, the four dimens'iol1S of support 
were appropriately expected and received, there must be other additional 
dimensions,o which when'tested, could possibly influence academic 
perform'ance of these students,., i'.,e., factors within the college 
envirbnnient" .. along: with, finnilYlnon::"familYfactors. 'Thisfind±ng is' 
important: in that,iFpoints upthe-' ileed' to vie"; the roles of college 
families, -and othier: factors that are inv~lved with the urban black 
disadvantaged sttiderit."Lf-,- as- this-study shows, families are providing 
adequate-' emoticlIialarid- soc.iaFsuppo'rt;' th~n: perhaps the informa,tlO11al 
and financial supports could be bolstered by factors from within the 
college. 
There'is no, denying- the importance of family and, non-family' 
support. The effects of the presence or absence of either support 
may:show significant findings if 'this study were redone with a few 
refinements and other considerations., Also, it seems that, families, 
are doing their job by supplyingwhat they have most tn give -, emotional 
and social supports; Perhaps a look at other factors provided e:y other 
,sources, :i.e., :colleges'and/or, community, interacting with family 
factors might be very ,-interesting 'for further study. Lets explore' 
a few ,considerations for 'refinement; 
(1) The study should probably -~over more than one semester. 
More time would al'low for more interaction as well as an adjustment 
on the part of both families 'and students. In other words, if the 
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impact of college entrance strain, manifests itself during the third 
semester, then a longer time span for the students w01Ud allow the 
researcher to take advantage of the interaction or data which time 
would produce. 
2. Other measures of academic performance might be considered. 
To only look at grade point averages or percentage of courses passed 
may be constricting. Many factors influence grade point averages 
which then affect the percentage of courses students pass. Therefare, 
a way must be devised to control for a great amount of the sources 
of variation that exist in measuring academic performance. - For 
example, not all students take the same courses nor have the same 
teachers. These factors alone can serve as' sources of varia~ce in 
that the criteria for grading may differ from teacher to teacher and 
other factors involving both students and teachers may affect grading 
which determine the academic achievement of a student. 
3. The present instrument measuring support could perhaps be 
used but with further refinement to lend more clarity to -the measure-
ments. As noted earlier in Chapter V, the two areas of financial 
and informational supports showing high degrees of support were $tated 
to have emotional and social overtones. A refinement of the ins-tru-
ment might necessarily alleviate those kinds of confusions or overlaps. 
The fact that there was a great deal of missing dafa was mentioned in 
this study, so perhpas a future study, after refinement of the instru-
ment, would elicit less missing data. 
4. In addition to administering a questionnaire, perhaps an 






! 103 and/or at least clearer unders.tanding of the students' perceptions. 
These are students wi.th .. reading and comprehension' remedial needs. 
The interview' in addition to. questionnaire would assure the researcher 
that the subjects comprehended and answered the questionnaires. appro.pri-
ately and would allow for more discuss'ion which in turn could prcruide 
more data. 
5. Finally, it is unrealistic to. igno.re the possible effect: 
coHege Dr ot.he.r pr()fe'1-s:i.onals m;ight have upon the subjects. Theref.ore, 
factorSc frDm ,thapo.ll·ege envi.ronrnent: andprofessiomils should be 
included ""Il the.:'Lue3':ti . onnaire •. ' The data ,.obtained might produce. sharper 
analysis and·. interpretations of data. 
'The ,listedsug.geBtions. for refinement may be us.ed in gaining new 
knowledge about the' academic achievement of urban black disadvantaged 
college students.. As stated previously, the negative finding, is 
fruitful·because .it di-ctated a need to view other factors for con-
_.. -
sideraj:ion in future' research. Kerlirlger states, "negative fi-ndings' 
are.sometime,s. as iml'.ortant as positive o.nes, since they cut down the 
total univer.se of ignorance., ... l What this negative also seems to 
suggest is that the univariate approach utilized .in this study does 
IlOt allow, for a varie.ty of factors to be studied. Future research 
m~s.t take:into .account the need t.o . change to a multivariate appr&ach. 
in viewing the factors important t.o this and future .studies. 
lFred N .Kerli~ger, "Problems and Hypotheses," Foundations' of 
Behavioral Research, Second Edition, (New York: H.olt, Rinehart and 
Winston, Inc., 1964), p. 26. 
I j 
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Significance and Implications 
Higher Education 
This research has heen explained along with ideas for future 
study. Earlier in the chapter many suggestions were outlined-for 
refinement if this study were to be redone so that there might be 
some results obtained which might influence the academic achievement 
of urban black disadvantaged college students. This research and 
future research in this area would add to the growing body of literature 
being compiled on these students and show the necessity for institutions 
of higher learning such as The City -University of New York ta- address 
problems.which may arise as a .resu1t of the growing trend in increased 
enrollment of minorities. The notion of this trend is well stated oy 
Mundy: 
While enrollment patterns for different kinds of students 
may be in a state of flux, one thing is clear, colleges 
and university .student bodies never again will be made up 
almost entirely of students who are 18 to 22 years old, 
white, full-time, from the uper half of their high school 
classes, and from middle and upperc1ass socioeconimic 
backgrounds. These traditional college students are there 
a11right, but they have been joined by other non-traditional 
students: students who are older, minority, part-time, 
from the lower half of their high school class, and from 
lower-strata socioeconomic backgrounds. And if recent 
history is any predictor of the future, more non-traditional 
students will be in college in the future. 1 
Education is a process which can open up the avenues of upward 
mobility for urban black disadvantaged college students. However, 
-the direction that is needed by these students entering unfamiliar 
arenas is enormous. Future research involving families and college 
1Leo A. Mundy, "College Access for Non-traditional Students," 
Journal of Higher Education, XLVII, 6 (Dec. 1976), p~ 682. 
I· 
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environments may very well show that family support is important 0 and 
should be encouraged by the. higher educational arena while at ·the 
same time but tressing family support wi.th available resources with:i:n 
the college enviromnent.. The early University system utilized the 
concept of in loco·parentis. to take over the responsibility of the 
continued development of the young adult beyond whatever social:i:zation 
presented by the family. The concept stated: that college authorities 
stood in loco parenti~concerningothe.physical and moral welfare and 
'. -:.: .- . ~ _." 
mental. training of }ts: pupils and could make a1).y. rule ot regulation 
for' the government of or oetterment of. students in the same way as 
could parents. 1 In short, the college. community in earlier times took 
over thetotal.responsibility· of the student thus creating a gap 
. --: - ,,:.~,,:~ -.~.. . - . 
he tween student and family. One of the reasons that this situati.= 
prevailed was due ·to the young age of the students, trhe fact that 
parents· were often non.:.collegians and the authority of the scholar 
went 'unchecked" We are no longer .experiecing a young, well educated 
student body as has been 'stated by Mundy. Many parents of the tra--
diti01ial college students are. now well educated, making them more. 
knowledgeaole about what their ·children should receive academically. 
Also, students are. now older and .managing . their own affairs,. or' they 
are less well educated' and need more supports than the college o,r 
universit~ can offer~ Thus the concept of in loco parentis can no 
longer be effective or is no longer appropriate in regard to current 
lHarry Edwards and Virginia D. Nordin, "Suostantive Constitutional 
Rights of S'tudents," Higher Education and the . Law (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Institute for Educatioilal Management, 1979), p. 350. 
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student populations and current colleges and universities" view of 
their responsib.ility and function. Thus, the change in the student 
population was in part responsible for the demise of the conce»t in 
loco parentis as was the rise of consideration of student rights and 
due process. But what is important for this study to point out is 
that when in loco parentis was no longer operable in colleges and 
universities as a concept, colleges and· universities fed into the 
literal notion of non-responsibility and therefore failed to utilize 
or recognize the importance of the supporting roles of significant 
others needed hy the students to successfully complete the college 
requirements and obtain a degree. 
It is this researcher's contention that the institutions of 
higher education must now reach beyond giving isolated support for 
the student on campus and buttress supports availab.1e in families 
and communities. The importance of increasing the level of family 
and student awareness of the interdependency between subcultural 
influences and academic pursuits has been underlined by Morris when 
he states that "a student's expectations are determined by current 
and past environment, including family, school and peer group influence, 
socioeconomic status, and personal characteristics ••• the student 
learns from parents, friends, and teachers whether or not it is 
realistic to expect to go to co11ege.,,1 
Field of Social Work 
Attending college is only a part of the battle for upward mobility 
continuance and graduation are equally comprised by the above factors. 
lLorenzo Morris, Elusive Equality: 
in Higher Education (Washington, D.C.: 
p. 72. 
The Status of Black America 




The myriad problems ~> emotional, informational, fimancial and social, 
confronting these disadvantaged students, require more attention than 
is being given if these students' are to move successfully through 
college.' Their disadvantaged s'tatus qualifies their 'need so that there 
is an unverDalized relationship between these students and the field of 
social, work. In assum,ing such a r,elationship, one expands the 
operational nature of s'ocial' work., From its inception" sO,cial work 
has ,Deen, concerrfed with helping -tb:bse,def,ined 'as "needy." The 
economic and educ'ational depr'ivation, of, these "non~traditional" students 
would' qualify 'them as~'needy';"but: with 'needs extendlng Deyondthe 
areas, of life uswilly, pursued DY the profession. Taking thls Droader 
perspect'ive: would' De'a po;,iltive mmtB,towar'd broadening the application' 
of social work and ,expanding its potentia1. l In taking On ,the challenge 
of urDan,black disadvantaged college students, social work would 
promote 'the welfare no't ,only ,of, a "n'eedy" segment of th,e general 
population', out the already seriously strained institutions of higher 
education in America'.", ' 
Here is where the liaison role of the social worker as a college 
counselor en'ters,.,· The, holistic perspective ,of the counselor enables 
him to be the "glue," as this researcher characterizes the role, 
holding these diverse' factors of student life together. Over a number 
of years of working with the disadvantaged student, the same themes 
. seem ever present ~ despair,' strengths, perseverance" etc. The 
-
vantage points from which this researcher views the disadvantaged 
IHarriet Bartlett, The Common Base of Social Work Practice 
(Washington, D.C.: National Association of Social Workers, Inc., 
1970), p. 10. 
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students are both experiential and theoretical, 
Experiential in the sense of snaring, personally, knowledge of 
their economic status'. Having personally shared the status helps' 
one empathize and become more sensitized to behavior which comes 
about as a result of having "too few resources'," It also help" one 
to share this with students and families' and to present oneself as 
a role model for those who are so desperately looking for role models: 
to feel that there is a "real chance" to succeed,. that it doesn't' have 
to be a "pipe dream." The li.terature cited earlier and the findings 
of this study show that role models are very necessary whether' among 
family or non~family members. 
As a trained social worker employed as a college counselor, this 
researcher has been ab.le to apply theoretical knowledge in. helping 
students and families. understand the need for independence on the 
part of the student while recognizing the interdependent relationship 
between themselves and the college environment, Counselors can carry 
out their roles and provide helpful services by forming networks with 
students, faculty, administrators and families, These networks can 
function to help provide necessary information re: college, careers 
and added emotional and social supports that students need which may 
improve their academic and social functioning, 
Concomittant wi.th the direct practice implications of social 
work on the part of social workers as college counselors, is th.e notion 
that social workers operating in the community of higher education 
reshape practice resources and other supportive services, in order 
that the institution changes to meet this new wave of students who 






would ilvai1 themselves. of a college· education fmc upward mobility. 
In short, social workers. mU8t not only· practice in higher educational 
",renas, but promote policies. that have overall 80eia1 policy :iInp1i-· 
cations. This is important for colleges to survive. The recognition 
of the overall social policies would .a110w the higher education 
community to meet the broad· range of their student "body with under-
standing and sensitivity. Expanding the ability of colleges to meet 
the challenges of disadv!"ntaged black students can"no longer be viewed 
--~' ~ .. ::.~: ::"--'- .~.- ... -- :' .. 
as .adaptin,8. to," the p"arochica1 requirements of a "special interest 
.-::,:- - .. -.. -',-~., 
g):"oup. " This crisis of education in America extends into most of the 
.:' 
socioeconom.ic "classes, across regional boundaries, and through all 
grades of schooling. If, as seems likely, desp-:tte the currently 
: . .. ... : ...• : .".",! • "-.'. . . - -.... -
fashionable "back to the basic""" trend, elementary and secondary 
schools continue to pass on and graduate academically ill-prepared 
students, then the term "disadvantaged" will encompass broader 
segmentsof the college student population. In this r<:gard, then, 
it can be stated that" "the problem of the disadvantaged black student 
is the problem of many young Americans, only in a magnified fashion."l 
For social workers as ".counselors to work towards the expansion of 
knowledge and supportive resources for disadvantaged black students, 
"Illeansexpanding t:he opportunities for all college students. Taking 
~ - - -_. . . -:. 
a step towar~s fur~h~ring ~~at goal has been the ult:iInate objective 
" .. 
of this present study. 
"lMar ioFantini, The"Disadvantaged Challenge to Education (New 
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Req~est to Conduct Study 
and 
Permiss:ion to Conduct Study 
cear cean Malrne, 
119 Futland :R::lad 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11225 
ceoenber 8, 1980 
116 
I am a candidate for cbct:oral studies at the CblU1lbia (ru.versity 
ScOOol of Social W,rk. In partial fulfillIrent of my degree, I am required 
to a::nduct a research study. I would like to a::nduct my study here at 
John J8:I Cbllege using the entering freshrren black students in the 
Spring 1980 class. 
I am enclosing a copy of my proposal which has already been approved 
by the Cblmbia Uliversity school of Social W,rk. '1he findings of the 
research will be shared with the college in an effort to enhance the 
services to the student population. 




Rubie M. Mal<ne, 
SEEK Counselor 
1 
f ~ . Jg;;t.tJA'{;'c~OMG~'OFCRIMINAL JUSTICE 
The City Univeroity of New York 
117 
445 West 59th Street. New York. N. Y. 10019 
212-489-5109 
I:ear Mrs. Malooe, 
IE=ber 16, 1981 
I have examined your propoSal and questiormaire and have shared it 
with Mr. Jcn Wicklund, our c:hail:person of the College Calinittee Ql '!he 
Protection of Hunan SUbjects. He and I are both in agLeerrent that your 
:research does indeed hold. studeIits fran harm. . 
I might add that we are anxiously awaiting the out:cx:ma of your 
study as it appears to have :rewarding significance, iil regard to 
services for Jolm Jay Students. 
Jcrne.s A. Malcne r 




!etters to Students 
f 1·.···· j 
JOHN JAY COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
The City Unioemty of New York 




Thank you once again for your participation in our' student needs assess- . 
ment survey. As a result of your earlier completion of the questionnaire, 
we have been able to begin to plan new programs to meet student needs. 
If you recall, I informed you at that time that you would be asked to 
complete one more questionnaire during the month of May. The second' 
questionnaire will help us cOlllplete the task of assessing student needs. 
To acc lish this ou are r uested to re ort to the first floor lecture 
a om I I or 11 on Nay 19 at 3: 5 . ' you cannot e 
there on tlliit date you are aSked to come to Room 330S/3317N at 12:30 PM 
on May 15, 1980. . , 
Please choose the date most convenient for you to participate. Since' we 
are nearing' the end of the Spring semester, please be· sure to come and 
help us complete .this iJiJportant task. ' , 




Associate Dean of Students 
JZ/gb 
1 , 
JOHN JAY COLLEGE OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
The City University of New York 
445 West 59th Street, New York, N, y, 10019 
212489-5183 
Dear 
I tried telephoning you after 
and received no response from you. 
complete the research project that 
in Feb. 
5/30/80 
I had sent two correspondences 
I need your help in order to 
the counseling component began 
120 
I'm enclosing a questionnaire for you to fill out completely 
(no blanks left), using the scale at the tope of the questionnaire. 
Also enclosed is a stamped addressed envelope for your use. 
I hope that we can depend on you to help us complete this 
project in June. I'm thanking yOu in advance for your help. 
s~~~ 
Mrs. R. Malone 
121. 
- ~search Inst:rurent 
122 
]OHN]AYCOLLEGE OF CRIMINAL]USTICE 
T~_Clty UnWenity ofNt'UI York 
44$ Wed 59th Smd, Nt'UI York • • V. Y. 10019 
The following questionnaire is being administered in an e.f1'ort 
to obtain information which may help our college provide the 
type of counsel~ng and other supportive services needed by our . 
studepts. Please fill out the questionnaire as completely as 
possible. Thank you for your participation in this project. 
Name __ ~ __ ~ ________________________ __ 
Address,~.~ ______________________ ~ ____ ___ 
Age!~b·:gl-----26-30 ------
31-up == 
_________________ ,Zip Code ___ __ 






Hispanic ________ _ 
P. Rican White:~~::::::== Other: (Please Speci1',) 
GED) School ·tDiPlOma) ___ __ 
Otherr Please Speci1'y) _______ ~ ____ _ 
Date of High School Completion. ______________________ _ 
Employed Full UnemplOy~eaa::::::::~ ~-----
Part Time. _________ _ 
Living at home with parents 
Living away with relative(s·~)-----------
Other (Please Specify) _____________________ __ 
L~:!W~E'k""'-:;'IC0' -;.' -,e,'-'" 
',"" 
Among the people l~sted on the 
side, whQ dQ you ex~ect to give 
nOll or ~o for you t e following,· 
uring hie semester of'college? 
Please indicate your response 
'" +> according to the scale below; ~ 
3 .. Very.Likely .. 
" 2 = Likely ~
'" '" 1 = Sometimes " k :a ~. o Q Not at all likely " l5 ~ .D OJ· ! .. ~ &! " " tQ :.. co. 
A. .~~ve lnl'ormaUon to me aDOut cOu.el,! 
·l1fe. . ... 
B. Money ,for me to pay fOT clothing, 
lunch carfare. 
C. The chance for me to talk ov.er what 
happens.at coll~~ on a daily basi 
D. Provide apace for me to study 
, E. Trea~ me like an' adult 
F. Give less bous"ehold chores to me 
, a. Express positive"feelings to others 
about me attending college 
, II. Allow me to bring my friends" home for group study 
I. Help me decide on career goals 
J. ~~ileve that I can succeed "in 
c lege 
K. Understand need fo~ more ~nvolvemen 
with college peers than family 
L. ~~~oWf~~ to. us. my financial !Lid ~ 'v my educ!Ltion . 
M. Underebnd my need to PtUdy more, . 
nnw·"h.t T'm-'n nolle"e ' 
II. !Ielp me w~1;ll my c"ijr.~ work . 






"'a", ~ +> .. 














" " .~ ~ j " , .. .a i n. +> " .p § ~ " .. a .. .., £ M .... 
'" '" 
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" " ~. ~ ~ 'l! 
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~~ Among the people liB ted on the side, who do you expect to give ", ~t you or do for you. the following, during thia semester of college ~l oj PleaB~ indicate your response . .., .. r:: ..., 
according to the Bcale below: Ol r:: 
" 
ID 3 = Very Likely .. 
" 'd 
'" 
.. 2 = Likely 
" " 5 0, 1 = Sometimes Ol " 'd , .c .c, .0 ,,' ~ Po o = Not at all likely ..., ..., 
'" 
... Ol 
:£ " OJ .... " 
.., 
• 
... :>l ~ 
" 
rn 
P. Allow me to be unemployed while 
in college 
. -. Q. Help me to gain self confidence 
R. Prepare mealB at home for me 
S. Provide me with material to 
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(J.t .. JOHN JAY COLLEGE ()F C]tIMJ~ALJUSrICE 
...... - 11W eM, c·.......,.., of.,"- r"", 
. H$ "'",.'9tI. SIJ'not, .~fW r ....... ~. T. 10019 
The tol~ow1ng questionnaire is the second one being 
ad.m1n1steped . .J._ iu art et!,,,rt .to obtc.1n_1.'1fo:t"l!lStion 
I~ , 
which may h.elp our col.lege provide the type' at- counseUng 
." and other ,supportive services needed by our students. 
- Please £1-11 out the questionnaire as completely as 
possible. Thank you for your patience and participation. 
__ .~ ~h1-_s _ p}.·o.Ject._,,,_~ 
.. 
.. ' Name. __________ --------------------~---
A.ddress _________ -:-_______________ -,-
__ .... _._ .._. _. --,_·-:::::_·--__ ·"_· ___ ·_Zip·cod •. ~ ____ _ 
125 
__ .. ,_~._.-'--p'6. YOlL~~"y~_~'y_I;I~oth.ers1 __ " yes.:.::..:..:.... .... No ___ . ___ How Many? _____ _ 
___ ~. ,: .. ~ .}·o~. _ ~~v_~_~~Z_,,_s is t~*~~_L_. ~ . .It;!~ ---': __ ,_ .. NO ~ How Ma.ny?-,,-,=--_ 
.- Are you the first: family member to attend college? Yes 
.. ':_-'., _' __ . _~ __ '__ 'Don,'t .kilow __ ._. _ No ----





Among the people listed on the side, 
who did the following for you, or 
gave the following to you during this 
semester of ~ollege? 
Please indicate your response accordln~ 
to the' Bcale below: 
3 .: Very Likely 
2 "" Likely 
1 "" Sometimes 
o ~ Not at all Likely 
D "" Deceased 
NC No Contact 




.., .'l ~I~ ~ 
-d 
5 
0. 1-1 t)cd..-l 
I ~ ~ 0 ~ 1-1 E ~ j~ k ~ ~
I-IGl "'0.0 1-I"d~I. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ t) ~ 
=~~~~rf=:"'rr'" r-~IE 1.'lIJ-tt! ~-fj:-= • -Ga. ve-. "money to me for carfare, clothingJ ,--- --- -" .-+ lunch and other college 8uoPllea. . _ ._._ ____ _ ____ __ ~_ ~_ . __ .. 
• -"TalKed with me a6ou'C ""n~ng8 1;Dal; I 














• -Al~owed me to bring my lri~nds home to 
do group ~tudy1ng. I I I I H--.l-' 1-+--+ . 
• Expressed positive feelings "to ot~erB - -,---
about ,my attending cOllege. . 
-Gave information to me about college 
life. ; 
• Provided -space"forme-fo-stUdY~-~-· 
.Maintained belier that I eouid SUcceed 
~_I}_college. 
• Allowed me to use my financial aid 
money only for my education. 
--Understood my need to have someone 
11Bt~~.~~~~ 1 was depressed. 
~~~::s~~~\::t 1~~~e~~s:o~~::.~o stUdy . F~ Iff IIII Under tood my increased involvement 
.
w 1.th ~.~~~. ~~e. f.r1endS rather than family .'_ ._~._ "'.1._ tlelped, me aeclde on career goals • 
• ·Helpe~·irie··W"~-~Of'K. "-- -- . __ ,. _ .. f---.... 
• -.Trt3:e;.~iif~ine lIke an ·8au.L~''; ~ ! 




: '. ". I· ", ". Among ~he people llsted on the side, 
who did the, following for you J or' 
gave the follqwing to you during this, 
semester of college? 
: )?lease Indl'~~t~ your response accordini 
to the scale below: : 
3 .., Ver.y Likely , 
2 i"" Likely 
1."" Sometimes 
o ~ Not at all LIkely 
D,.'" D~ceB.sed 
Ne 7 No Contact I 
NA = No Such Relationship k k 
• • 












GaVE! me less: houBework to do. I I ' 
. . I 
Allowed--;~-'~ unell!ployed while in:1 --' 
iJ 
" o 





































, ttl 0. 
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--1-1 1 1 I, I I 1 /---,--
I 
c,ollege. o. 
Help-ed me to g~~n seU confidence; II I ,I I I, Ii I I I I I I I 
, " 
·n·---· Prepared meals at home for me. --~. 1 I; 1 1 I 1 I' 1-1-1-
Provided me with materials to stimulate 
- and enhance my knowledge. 
u ____ ._,-.. _____ • 1 __ 1 __ '_._ 
",. 
----l-+I -/--11 1 1-'---'--





Tables of Kruskal7"Wallis 
Tests of Significnace 
127 
1 
TABLE D - 1 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF FAMILY EMOTIONAL SUPPORT SUM: 
PERCENT PASSED 
eN = 44) 
128 
Family Emotional . High/Low·· Low/Low Low/High High/High 
Support Sum 
Number 4 18 4 
Mean Ranks .28.38 24.17 14.25 
Chi Square 3.115 Significance 0,374 
TABLE D - 2 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF NUHB.ER OF FAl1ILYEMOTIONAL SUPPORT.PERS.ONS; 
PERCENT PASSED 
eN = 44), 
Number of Family 
18 
21.36 
Emotional Support High/Low LoW/LOW Low/High High/High 
Persons 
Number 5 17 5 17 
.. Mean Ranks 28.00 23.94 10.50 22.97 
Chi Square 5.863 Significance 0.118 
TABLE D - 3 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF NON-FAMILY EMOTIONAL SUPPORT SUM: 
PERCENT PASSED 
{N = 44) 
Non-Family 
Emotional 
Support Sum High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number 3 19 3 
Mean Ranks 28.00 21. 53 17.67 
Chi Square ].244 Significance 0.742 
TABLE D - 4 . 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALAYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF NUMBER OF NON-FAMILY EMOTIONAL 
SUPPORT PERSONS: PERCENT PASSED 
(N = 44) 
Number of Non-
Family Emotional 
Support Persons High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number 3 19 3 
Mean Ranks 20.50 23.24 25.67 








TABLE D - 5 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF TOTAL EMOTIONAL· SUPPORT SUM: 
Total Emot-ional .. 
Supp,?rt: S.um 
Ninnber - - ----:--
Mean Ranks 
PERCENT PASSED 






Chi Square 0.827 Significance 0.843 
, "'; 
. TABLE D - 6 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF TOTAL NUMBER OF EMOTIONAL SUPPORT PERSONS: 
Total Number 
of Emotional 
-(N = 44) . _ 
Support'-Pe'fsons===-"Hign7'Eow-=-c ,. "L6w!LOw' - -- - Low/High 
-
- - ... -
Number', 6· - 16 6 
-l>1:eariRiiilk§ - -- --. --23; 50-- --- ---'--25; 00' 17.67 







- 21. 44 
TABLE D - 7 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIAt'lCE OF FAMILY EMOTIONAL SUPPORT AVERAGE: 
PERCENT PASSED 
CN = 44) 
Family Emotional 
Support Average High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number 10 12 10 
Mean Ranks 18.20 23.21 20.65 
Chi Square 2.958 S ignif icance 0.398 
TABLE D - 8 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 









eN = 44) 
High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
8 14 8 
17.75 21. 96 24.13 








TABLE D - 9 
SUMMARY OF THE .KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 




. PERCENT PASSED 
eN =44) 
HiglL/Low· Low/Low 




Chi :Square . 3.317 .. Significance 0 .345" 
TABLE D - 10 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 









eN = 44) 
High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
6 16 6 
23.75 ·25.09 15.08 









TABLE D - 11 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-llIALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF NON-FAMILY INFORMATIONAL SUPPORT SUM: 
PERCENT PASSED 
t.N ,: 44) 
Non-Family 
Informational 
Support Sum High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number 4 18 4 
Mean Ranks 28.75 22.89 15.50 
Chi Square 1. 528 Significance 0.676 
TABLE D - 12 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF NUMBER OF NON-FAMILY INFORMATIONAL 
SUPPORT PERSONS: PERCENT PASSED 




Support Persons High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number J 19 3 
Mean Ranks 20.50 24.50 20.50 









. TABLE D ~ 13 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 













Chi Square 'to 782 Significance 0.619 
TAB.LE.D - 14 
SUMMARY OF THE KURSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF TOTAL.NUMBER OF INFORMATIONAL SUPPORT PERSONS: 







(N = 44) 
High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
...... 18.- 4 
24.64 17.75 








TABLE D - 15 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF FAMILY INFORMATIONAL SUPPORT AVERAGE: 
PERCENT PASSED 
(N ~ 44) 
Family Informa-
tional Support 
Average High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number 8 14 8 
Mean Ranks 20.38 23.46 18.13 
Chi Square 1. 985 Significance 0.576 
TABLE D - 16 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF TOTAL INFORMATIONAL SUPPORT AVERAGE: 
PERCENT PASSED 
(N ~ 44) 
Total Informa-
tional Support 
Average High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number 10 12 10 
Mean Ranks 16.90 22.58 20.95 








TABLE D - 17 
SUMMARY OF TIlE KURSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF FAMILY FINANCIAL SUPPORT .SUM: PERCENT PASSED 
eN = 44) 
Family Financial 





. . Chi Square 2.139 . : : Significance 0.544 
TABLE D - 18 
SUMMARY OF TIlE KURSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF. NUMBER OF FAMILY FINANCIAL SUPPORT PERSONS: 
PERCENT PASSED 
(N = 44) 
Number 0 f Family 
Financial S.uppo:rt .. 
Persons .. High/Low Low/Low 













TAllLE D - 19 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF TOTAL FINANCIAL SUPPORT SUM: ]'BRCENT PASSED 
eN = 44) 
Total Financial 
Support Sum High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number 7 15 7 
Mean Ranks 32.07 22.43 20.36 
Chi Square 5.455 Significance 0.141 
TABLE j) - 20 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF TOTAL NUMBER OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT PERSONS: 
PERCENT PASSED 
(N = 44) 
Total Number of 
Financial Support 
Persons High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number 6 16 6 
Mean Ranks 25.92 25.00 24.00 









TABLE D - 21 
SUMl'lARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLISONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF FAMILY FINANCIAL SUPPORT AVERAGE: 
PERCENT PASSED 
(N = 44) 
FamHT Financial 
§upport_ Ave:ragE!~ ____ l!Jg1}/L()",___ _ __ LQw/1()w Low/High 
Number 8 14 8 
'," 'I -, " 
2_~.19 
.'". '. 
Chi Square 0.404 Significance 0.939 
TABLE D - 22 
StMMARYOF THE KRUSKAL-WALtls-ONE~WAY ANALYSIS OF _ 






eN = 44) 
H:tgh!1ow _ _______ LoyglLQw_. __ 
9 13 












TABLE D - 23 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF TOTAL FINANCIAL SUPPORT AVERAGE: 
PERCENT PASSED 
eN = 44) 
Total Financial 
Support Average High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number 10 12 10 
Mean Ranks 21.65 23.04 17.55 
Chi Square 3.071 Significance 0.381 
TABLE D - 24 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF FAMILY SOCIAL SUPPORT SUM: PERCENT PASSED 
eN = 44) 
Family Social 
Support Sum High!Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number. 6 16 6 
Mean Ranks 19.75 25.63 16.00 








TABLE D - 25 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS. ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF NUMBER. OF FAMILY SOCIAL SUPPORT PERSONS; 
PERCENT PASSED 
Number. of Family 
Social Support 
Persons 
Number .. ' 






TABLE D- 26 
SUMMARY OF THE -KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 








'. High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
8 
. 22.31 23.25 26'.63 








TABLE D - 27 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF NUMBER OF NON-FAMILY SOCIAL SUPPORT 
PERSONS: PERCENT PASSED 
CN = 44} 
Number of Non-Family 
Social Support 
Persons High/Low LOW/Low Low/High 
Number 6 16 6 
Mean Ranks 19./5 25.97 25.92 
Chi Square 3.409 Significance 0.333 
TABLE D - 28 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF TOTAL SOCIAL SUPPORT SUM: PERCENT PASSED 
(N = 44) 
Total Social 
Support Sum High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number 8 14 8 
Mean Ranks 16.50 23:86 28.56 









TABLE D - 29 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 





. - -- .. 
M~a'n Rank~ 
PERCENT PASSED 
eN = 44) 
High/Low LOW/Low Low/High 
7 15 7 
22:56 24.90 25.00 
Chi" squar~ 2.067 Significance 0.559 
TABLE D - 30 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF FAMILY SOCIAL SUPPORT AVERAGE: 
PERCENT, PASSED 

















TABLE D - 31 
SUMMARY OF THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 




Support Average High/Low Low/Low Low/High 
Number 7 15 7 
Mean Ranks 19.71 21. 33 27.00 
Chi Square 1.407 Significance 0.704 
TABLE D - 32 
SUMMARY OF THE. KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE OF TOTAL SOCIAL SUPPORT AVERAGE: 
PERCENT PASSED 
eN = 44) 
Total Social 
Support Average High/Low LOW/LOW Low/High 
Number 7 15 7 
Mean Ranks 15.29 19.53 28.00 
Chi Square 5.932 Significance 0.115 
143 
High/High 
15 
22. III 
High/High 
15 
26.:0 
